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ABSTRACT 
 

This thesis sets out to determine the influence of Bitcoin on the current Anti-Money 

Laundering law in Malta, which is largely derived from European Union Directives. The 

Directives in turn are based on the Financial Action Task Force Recommendations, and 

hence what shall be stated in this thesis may be, mutatis mutandis, applicable to other 

jurisdictions as well.  

Bitcoin is an innovative technological advancement in payment systems, with its most 

intriguing features being that it is completely virtual and lacks the oversight of a central 

authority. Perhaps the most worrying feature for legislators is that it is pseudonymous, thus 

hiding the identities of the persons transacting if there is no oversight. There have been a 

few incidents to date where Bitcoin and other Virtual Currencies were used with illicit intent. 

Therefore, with the advent of Bitcoin, it is imperative to ascertain whether the existing Anti-

Money Laundering framework is enough to curb abuse through the utilisation of such a 

‘]oll_h]s’, il qb_nb_l [ l_p[gj_^ msmn_g cm l_kocl_^.  

A comparative analysis is indispensable for this thesis, as currently there is no ad-hoc 

legislation on Bitcoin in Malta, and very few foreign legislative attempts on regulating 

Bitcoin for that matter. Moreover, a simplified technological overview of the workings of 

Bitcoin is important as well since it vastly differs from fiat currencies in some aspects. The 

thesis shall ultimately propose changes required both in the Bitcoin infrastructure itself as 

well as in the current Anti-Money Laundering framework in Malta, with the former requiring 

intervention from the Bitcoin community itself rather than a mere localised effort. Moreover, 

it is important to remember that notwithstanding copious amounts of research, both 

theoretical and practical, conducted before and during the writing of this thesis, ultimately 

the subject revolves around a technology which is still in its infancy, and may exhibit future 

features which would be hitherto unascertainable.  

 

Bitcoin – Virtual Currencies – Money Laundering – Blockchain – Customer Identification  
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GLOSSARY 
 

Address – an address is a unique string of letters and numbers assigned to a particular 

Bitcoin wallet, to which Bitcoin can be sent or from which Bitcoin can be received  

AML Framework – the rules, regulations and practices making up the anti-money laundering 

regime 

Bitcoin – a decentralised cryptocurrency which solely exists in the virtual domain and can be 

converted into fiat currencies and vice-versa1 

Virtual currency – any other cryptocurrency apart from Bitcoin which can be converted into 

fiat currencies and vice-versa  

Bitcoin network – the network of miners which consolidate the infrastructure via which BTC 

transactions are processed and confirmed onto the blockchain 

Block – a record of all the transactions which were effected in the time period between the 

last found block and the solution of the current block 

Blockchain – the list of all the blocks mined since the conception of Bitcoin, each identifiable 

by a unique successive number 

Block Reward – the reward, in BTC, earned by the miner which first solves the block being 

mined 

Block Confirmation – once a block is solved, the solution is relayed across the Bitcoin 

network, whereby consensus is achieved once 51% of the miners agree that the solution 

foun^ cm nb_ [jjfc][\f_ ih_, b_h]_ ‘lo\\_l-mn[gjcha’ that block, verifying it and confirming 

it onto the Blockchain 

Dark net - the underground websites accessible only via Tor 

                                                           
1
 Refer to Chapters 1.1 & 1.2 for a detailed explanation of Bitcoin and how it works 
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Encumbrance - the locking script which secures the transaction when it is sent through the 

BTC network. It acts as a highly-complex unique password on the transaction, and can only 

be unlocked by the recipient to whom it is addressed 

 

Exchanges/VC exchanges– websites which offer an exchange service from fiat currencies to 

virtual currencies and/or vice-versa, whether at a cost or not 

 

Fiat currencies – the traditional/conventional currencies which are considered as legal 

tender and hence issued by a particular State, such as the U.S. Dollar and the Euro 

 

IP address - a unique address identifying the machine, such as a laptop, which is connected 

to the Internet. It also indicates the originating region of the connection 

Mining – the process in which computational devices are used to solve complex 

mathematical formulae for th[n j[lnc]of[l \fi]e; qbc]b_p_l ‘gch_l’ solves the mathematical 

problem first gets the blo]e l_q[l^ ch nb_ `ilg i` h_qfs ‘gchn_^’ Bitcoins, and validates all 

the transactions which took place during the time taken for that block to be solved, which on 

average is ten minutes for Bitcoin blocks 

Network attack – inb_lqcm_ ehiqh [m [ ‘51% [nn[]e’, it represents a scenario where 51% or 

more of the miners control the network, and hence can verify dummy or fake transactions 

and add them to the block. Since the mined blocks require verification by 51% or more of 

the network, this would potentially lead to the collapse of the BTC network as the 

controlling miners could in theory produce as many BTCs as they want and verify them 

themselves   

Node – a device with access to the Internet which has Bitcoin software installed on it and 

acts as a bridge connected to the BTC network 

 

Password – an extra layer of security protecting the BTC wallet whereby the user encrypts 

access to such wallet with a password of choice 
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Password cracking/hacking - Password cracking is the process of recovering a password, 

omo[ffs \s ‘\lon_-`il]cha’ which entails feeding as many passwords as possible until the right 

one is inputted. 

 

Private Key – a unique encrypted code allowing the wallet user access to his/her Bitcoin 

stored virtually on the Bitcoin blockchain 

Proxy server - a server that l_f[sm [ om_l’m ]ihh_]ncih nblioab cnm iqh, b_h]_ providing only 

its own ‘identity’ to the sites it visits, masking the identity of the machine originally 

requesting access to the visited web page 

Public Key – a code derived from the private key via an irreversible mathematical process 

which acts as a public identifier for a particular wallet 

Onion routing – it functions similarly to a proxy server; however, it uses a network of nodes 

via encrypted mechanisms, layering the original connection in layers of anonymity in the 

process and ensuring a more elevated level of security than simple proxy servers 

Signature – an algorithm derived from the private key of a particular wallet, verifying that a 

transaction was authorised from that particular wallet. A transaction is included onto the 

blockchain once the signature and accompanying public key are co-validated as having 

sourced from the corresponding Bitcoin wallet 

Tor Browser – a software program which enables a user to access the Internet via encrypted 

and anonymous connections, hence hiding the identity of the user. It utilises Onion routing 

to establish such connections 

Tumbler – a software program which mixes several transactions originating from different 

addresses, making it difficult to pinpoint the origin of a single transaction. It is also known as 

a coin-mixing service 

VC-VC exchanges – websites which offer an exchange service solely and exclusively from 

one virtual currency to another 
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Wallet – A `cf_ ch qbc]b nb_ jlcp[n_ e_sm [l_ mnil_^, b_h]_ [ffiqcha []]_mm ni [ om_l’m 

Bitcoin/s.  A Bitcoin wallet is normally accessible by a user through a local (offline) or online 

software program with a graphical user interface  

Web servers - programs which ‘serve’ the files forming part of a Web page to the computer 

or device asking for access to such Web page. The Web Servers are usually run on dedicated 

machines which store data allowing these processes to take place, and may include, inter 

alia, user accounts information, passwords, etc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Over the past few years, a technological phenomenon has rapidly been developing, namely 

that of virtual currencies (VCs). VCs differ from fiat/physical currencies (FCs) such as the U.S. 

Dollar and the Euro, mainly on the point that the latter are backed by governments which 

declare such currencies to be accepted as legal tender and have a value associated to them2.   

On the other hand, VCs currently lack such State backing, with their values being 

determined purely on demand and supply3. Nonetheless, both have a common denominator, 

which is that of not having any intrinsic value in the currency itself, but rather used as a 

means of representation of value.  

VCs themselves are split into cryptocurrencies and non-cryptocurrencies. The main 

distinction between them is that non-cryptocurrencies are centralised while 

cryptocurrencies may be centralised or decentralised and, as the name implies, heavily rely 

on cryptography as security means, thus giving them an edge over the nearly-extinct non-

cryptocurrencies4. This thesis will focus on the most popular cryptocurrency in circulation, 

which is Bitcoin (BTC). BTC has been conceived in 20095 and has steadily risen in popularity, 

with 1 BTC reaching a value of over $1000 in November 20136 and fluctuating ever since 

according to various factors, including tentative legislation by some countries7. Other 

derivatives have developed by countless numbers with some gaining traction8, but what is 

applicable to BTC is, by and large, applicable to most of the other VCs as well. 

                                                           
2
 ‘Definition of fiat money’ (Investopedia) <http://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fiatmoney.asp> 

3
 Alec Liu, 'Why Bitcoins are just like Gold'(Motherboard, 21 March 2013) 

<http://motherboard.vice.com/blog/why-bitcoins-are-just-like-gold> accessed 20 September 2014 
4
 D.K. Subramanian, 'Digital Currency' [2013] FF 2, 6 

5 Satoshi Nakamoto, 'Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System'(Bitcoin.org 2009) 

<http://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf> accessed 8 August 2013 
6
 Ben Rooney, 'Bitcoin worth almost as much as gold'(CNN Money, 2013) 

<http://money.cnn.com/2013/11/29/investing/bitcoin-gold/> accessed 20 September 2014 
7
 Refer to Chapter 3.1 

8
 Samuel Gibbs, 'Nine Bitcoin alternatives for future currency investments'(The Guardian, 28 November 

2013) <http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2013/nov/28/bitcoin-alternatives-future-currency-
investments> accessed 20 September 2014 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fiatmoney.asp
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Unlike FCs, BTC are not regulated by any bank, and the time required for a transaction to be 

completed is much shorter than that involved in the transfer of FCs9. BTC users also enjoy a 

debatable level of anonymity, although all the transactions conducted are visible and 

available on a public ledger, making it more a matter of pseudonymity rather than 

anonymity as shall be discussed in Chapter 1.1. 

The connection to Money Laundering 

The advantage of pseudonymity coupled with the fact that BTC are, as of yet, unregulated as 

a currency by any bank, might potentially encourage the widespread use of BTC in black 

markets. The most famous incident to date is the Silk Road case10, concerning an 

‘oh^_lalioh^’ website accessible only via Onion routing which conceals the identities of the 

users. Drugs, along with other illegal objects, were being traded on the website, and the 

currency of choice for the transactions was BTC. The case will be dealt with in much greater 

^_n[cf ch nb_ nb_mcm; mo``c]_ cn ni m[s nb[n gcffcihm’ qilnb i` BTC were seized by the American 

government following the closing-down of the website, leading to a dramatic drop in its 

value which ironically in turn led to a huge upsurge in the purchase of BTC11. 

Consequently, some legislators starting becoming concerned about the potential of BTC for 

money-laundering and insist that the advent of VCs will be invaluable for criminals to 

conceal their transactions and to launder money12, while others state that through 

preventive and proactive measures, these fears will remain unfounded13. That will be the 

main subject of the thesis. 

 

 

                                                           
9
 Ibid. 

10 Refer to Chapter 3.4.1 
11

 Robert McMillan, 'Bitcoin Values Plummet $500M, Then Recover, After Silk Road Bust'(Wired, 2 October 
2013) <http://www.wired.com/2013/10/bitcoin-market-drops-600-million-on-silk-road-bust/> accessed 22 
September 2014 
12 Rebecca Falconer, 'World powers react to the Bitcoin boom'(Al Jazeera, 7 December 2013) 

<http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2013/12/world-powers-react-bitcoin-boom-
2013127115950323990.html> accessed 22 September 2014 
13 Matt Clinch, 'Bitcoin recognized by Germany as 'private money'' (CNBC, 19 August 2013) 

<http://www.cnbc.com/id/100971898> accessed 22 September 2014 
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Objective of the thesis 

The subject of the thesis will revolve around the issue on whether current AML (anti-money 

laundering) legislation is enough to prevent rampant abuse of BTC in money-laundering 

practices, as well as whether BTC in its current state can coexist with the AML framework. 

The focus will be on the criminal aspect rather than the IT one, although both will intertwine 

inevitably at intervals. At this current point in time, the main worry of most States is in fact 

the criminal potential for BTC and other VCs. The author shall analyse the current Maltese 

AML Framework and the current BTC infrastructure, and shall strive to determine whether any 

changes are needed for the two to co-exist. 

Potential difficulties  

Two of the biggest problems faced in completing the thesis were the current lack of 

legislation and the widespread misconceptions of what BTC really represents. The former is 

slowly being developed and hence a comparative study is indispensable to truly answer the 

previously mentioned questions, while the latter can only be addressed through a simplified 

explanation of how BTC works. In order to counter both of these problems, the author has 

deeply researched how BTC and other VCs work, including both theoretical research and 

practical exercises by mining and transacting in BTC, as well as conducting surveys in order 

to gain a better understanding of the practical side of money laundering legislation14. 

Moreover, due to BTC being such a novel subject, continuous updates are being issued, 

making it difficult to ensure that all the latest information has been included in the thesis. In 

order to partly counter this problem, the author felt it necessary to implement an 

information-collection cut-off date set at the 1st of May, 2015, which is the latest date 

possible to ensure adequate time for ulterior revisions of the thesis before submission.   

A considerable dose of IT terminologies and explanations were inevitable, and although the 

main focus of the thesis was on AML legislation and legal issues, the tackling of the thesis 

necessitated an IT background and heavy research on part of the author. Limiting the subject 

strictly to the effect of BTC on AML legislation was not an easy task, especially due to the 

heavy IT influence; the simplification of the workings of BTC proved to be a difficult job, 

especially when considering the complex mathematical formulae and intricate programming 

                                                           
14

 Refer to Surveys in Chapter 4.3.1 
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involved. Great care was taken in order to ascertain that the technological aspect did not 

eclipse the legal aspect, tackling each one in turn and consequently marrying both concepts 

in Chapter 4.  

It is worth pointing out that BTC and other VCs are still a largely untapped and unknown 

source of technological innovation, and this thesis seeks to tackle a single facet, namely the 

money laundering aspect. For the sake of brevity, the author has to omit from including an 

analysis of whether BTC generally classifies and ticks the requirements of a currency, limiting 

himself to analysing solely whether BTC may classify as a currency under Maltese legislation.  

Summary of Chapters 

‘Chapter 1: Bcn]ich’ `i]om_m ih nb_ gimn important technical aspects of BTC which are 

pertinent to the thesis, and shall give an overview of its advantages and disadvantages. 

‘Cb[jn_l 2: Tb_ Ahnc-Mih_s L[oh^_lcha R_acg_’ cm [h ip_lpc_q i` nb_ ]oll_hn chn_lh[ncih[f, 

EU and Maltese AML regimes which are intertwined and connected.  

‘Cb[jn_l 3: Tb_ f_a[f mn[h^cha i` Bcn]ich _mj_]c[ffs qcnb l_a[l^m ni Mih_s L[oh^_lcha’ cm [ 

comparative analysis of how BTC is treated in several handpicked jurisdictions, with a close 

look being taken at research papers, opinions and cases as well. 

‘Cb[jn_l 4: Clcnc][f Op_lpc_q i` nb_ Bcn]ich Ih`l[mnlo]nol_ vis-à-vis AML policies and the 

current Anti-Mih_s L[oh^_lcha R_acg_ ch M[fn[’ cm nb_ ]ofgch[ncih i` nb_ nb_mcm, [h^ 

involves researched points through surveys and personal experience of the author. The 

suggestions to changes in both the BTC network and the Maltese AML framework are 

incorporated herein.  

Last point 

Finally, the author feels it necessary to point out that what is said about BTC vis-à-vis the 

AML framework can, by and large, be applicable to most VCs currently on the market. Most 

VCm mb[l_ g[hs i` BTC’m [nnlc\on_m, mo]b [m jm_o^ihsgcns [h^ hih-reversibility of the 

transactions, and hence most of the references to BTC can be substituted with another VC 

while still retaining the original sense of what is being said. Therefore, any reference to BTC 

in this thesis may also be construed as a reference to VCs, namely convertible decentralised 
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cryptocurrencies, which, as the name implies, can be converted into FCs and vice-versa. Also, 

ahs l_`_l_h]_ ni ‚nb_ [onbil‛ mcahc`c_m [ l_`_l_h]_ ni Jih[nb[h G[f_[, ohf_mm inb_lqcm_ 

expressly stated.  
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CHAPTER 1 – BITCOIN 
 

In essence, BTC is a peer-to-peer payment system deriving from an open-source software15. 

BTCs are created throuab [ jli]_mm qbc]b cm ehiqh [m ‘gchcha’; this involves solving complex 

mathematical computations through computer power, which rewards successful calculations 

in BTC, once such work is proven through a computational algorithm. In essence, this is the 

jli]_mm l_kocl_^ `il nb_ ]l_[ncih i` [ h_q ‘\fi]e’. The value of BTC depends on demand and 

supply, and BTC can either be acquired through the mining process or by exchanging them 

with a FC through exchange services found on the Internet. In order to truly gain a better 

understanding of the possible impact of BTC upon the AML framework, a short technical 

explanation of the underlying technology of BTC is indispensable. 

 

1.1 - A BRIEF TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF BITCOIN 

 

BTC is a fully digital asset and has no tangible or material form. It is a decentralised 

convertible VC, differing from other VCs such as Facebook credits 16 and Amazon points17, 

which are centralised and non-convertible. It is built on a peer-to-peer network, where all 

the constituents of the BTC network secure it and consensus on the latest block found is 

achieved once 51% or more of the BTC miners agree that the latest block has indeed been 

found and the calculation has been solved. BTC may be seen as permitting each and every 

person becoming his or her own private banker since no central authority is needed to mint 

new units, and conduct transactions without the need of an intermediary. The transactions 

are also highly secured via cryptography and the details of every transaction are encrypted, 

which cm qbs BTC cm [fmi ehiqh [m [ ‘]lsjni]oll_h]s’.  

                                                           
15 

Satoshi Nakamoto, ‘Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System’ 
16

 David Cohen, ‘Farewell, Facebook Credits’(Adweek, 13 September 2013) 
<http://www.adweek.com/socialtimes/farewell-facebook-credits/428240> accessed 29 October 2014 
17

 ‘Shop with Points’ (Amazon website) <http://www.amazon.com/b?node=2634438011> accessed 29 
October 2014 
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BTC are created through the mining process, whereby new BTC are created every time a new 

block is found after a complex calculation is solved via the computational power of a miner. 

Tb_ ‘qchhcha’ miner transmits the finding of the block throughout the whole BTC network to 

notify other miners that the latest block has been found, and the race starts over again to 

find the next block. The winning miner receives a reward for finding the latest block; such 

reward comes in the form of newly minted, or created, BTC and also gathers the transaction 

fees of all the transactions put through while the latest block was being searched for. On 

average, a new block is found every ten minutes18. There is a finite amount of BTC, with the 

total number of BTC being 21 million. It is calculated that the last BTC block will be mined in 

2140, after which miners will rely on transaction fees to recoup the costs as no more BTC 

blocks will be mineable19.  

BTC is built on the so-called block-chain technology. A block is made up of the transactions 

conducted and completed in the ten-minute window it takes to find the next and newest 

block; once the newest block is found, the transactions are then confirmed by every BTC 

miner on the network, confirming their validity and their authenticity and acting as an 

official stamp of approval on those transactions conducted in that block. Every block mined 

since the conception of BTC can be traced on the public ledger, and each block is built on 

the preceding one, confirming the solved calculations of the previous blocks. In fact, most 

BTC connoisseurs acknowledge that a BTC transaction is deemed to be fully irreversible once 

it achieves six confirmations20; in other words, once six consecutive newer blocks are found, 

it would require an abnormal amount of computational power to reverse or alter all the 

transactions found in six blocks. Tb_ nl[hm[]ncihm [l_ b_h]_ ‘mn[gj_^’ by every BTC miner in 

the network, ensuring the security of the network and one of the most salient advantages of 

a peer-to-peer network. 

The transactions work in the following manner: Charles has 4 BTC stored in his BTC wallet. 

He wants to send 1 BTC to Mary. Through his BTC wallet, Charles transfers 1 BTC ni M[ls’m 

public wallet address; the transfer is digitally signed qcnb Cb[lf_m’ jlcp[n_ e_sm21 and 

                                                           
18

 A.M. Antonopoulos, Mastering Bitcoin (1st, O'Reilly Media, California, U.S.A. December 2014) pg. 175 
19

 Ibid., pg. 2 
20

 Alex Gorale, ‘Are Bitcoin Zero Confirmation Transactions Safe?’(CryptoCoinsNews, 2 January 2015) 
<https://www.cryptocoinsnews.com/zero-confirmation-transactions-safe/> accessed 4 April 2015 
21

 The concept of traditional ownership does not apply to BTC, as one cannot not physically own BTC – one 
uses a set of private keys to access the amount of BTC matching to such private keys. If the private keys are 
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‘_h]og\_l_^’ with a script lock which can only be unlocked by the addressee of the 

transaction, which in this case is Mary22. The transaction is made identifiable with a public 

key; the private key is not shown as it is solely utilisable by the person accessing his/her BTC 

on the network, and is heavily encrypted for security purposes. As the transaction is 

transferred throughout the BTC network via a so-called node, it will only stop until it reaches 

M[ls’m q[ff_n qbc]b b[m nb_ ]ill_]n ]i^_/script to unlock it and thus receive the payment of 

1 BTC. The code is unique to the transaction and hence cannot be availed of by someone 

else.  

It is the first VC to solve the double-spend problem which plagued other decentralised VCs. 

‘Dio\f_-mj_h^’, simply put, means using the same set of coins or currency to conduct a 

transaction twice. This problem became salient with the use of digital currencies as one 

]iof^ nb_il_nc][ffs ‘mj_h^’ a set amount by sending the digital file containing the coins to 

another person, while keeping a copy of the file himself and spend it again elsewhere, if 

there is no valid means of confirming and executing a transaction. Traditionally, the double-

spend issue was solved by the use of a central authority which monitored and validated the 

transactions, ergo the centralisation of the currency. BTC managed to solve the problem 

with the use of a public ledger which keeps a record of all the transactions, and new 

transactions are checked against the whole ledger to verify that they have not been 

executed or spent before23. 

The common perception of BTC is that it is a completely anonymous currency; however, this 

is definitely not the case. Thanks to the public ledger which lists all the transactions taking 

place and the impossibility of hiding a transaction from the ledger as onb_lqcm_ cn qiof^h’n 

be recognised on the BTC network, a BTC transaction could theoretically be traced back to 

the person who authorised it, as a BTC address is public and the address can be pinpointed 

to a particular person, especially if he/she has shared such address before24.  The process of 

                                                                                                                                                                                 
lost, which are found in the files constituting the wallet, then access to the BTC on the blockchain is 
permanently lost; they are not ‘destroyed’, but they cannot be accessed by the user anymore. 
22

 Ibid., pg. 124 
23

 Daniel Cawrey, 'Is Double Spending Unconfirmed Transactions a Concern for Bitcoin?'(CoinDesk, 23 April 
2014) <http://www.coindesk.com/double-spending-unconfirmed-transactions-concern-bitcoin/> accessed 
29 October 2014 
24

 Tom Simonite, 'Mapping the Bitcoin Economy Could Reveal Users’ Identities'(Technology Review, 5 
September 2013) <http://www.technologyreview.com/news/518816/mapping-the-bitcoin-economy-could-
reveal-users-identities> accessed 29 October 2014 
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linking a BTC address to a particular person is facilitated by the fact that BTC exchanges in 

certain jurisdictions are bound to abide by KYC requirements and have to store certain 

information of their users; hence, the BTC exchange can provide information about BTC 

[^^l_mm_m fche_^ ni [ om_l [h^ jlipc^_ nb_ om_l’m ^[n[ ni the investigating authorities. Rather 

nb[h ][ffcha BTC ‘[hihsgiom’, tb_ jlij_l n_lg `il cn qiof^ \_ ‘pseudonymous’ [m nb_ om_l’m 

identity is hidden behind a string of numbers and letters but recorded on a publicly available 

ledger.  

The problem might lie in identifying users who transact using private BTC wallets, more so 

with the use of tools which further shroud users in anonymity, such as the Tor browser25, 

which adds a major hurdle to the tracking process. However, as a deeper analysis of the 

Silkroad case in Chapter 3.4.1 will show, the anonymity added to BTC transactions thanks to 

the utilization of the Tor browser does not make a user invulnerable to identification.   

 

1.2 - AN OVERVIEW OF THE ADVANTAGES AND 

DISADVANTAGES OF BTC 

 

Like every other means of representation of value, BTC has its own unique benefits and flaws. 

A]]il^cha ni nb_ [onbil’m jichn i` pc_q, nb_ [^p[hn[a_m ionq_cab nb_ ^cm[^p[hn[a_m 

numerically, but a few disadvantages risk damaging BTC as a currency beyond mainstream 

usability, especially at such an early stage in its existence.  
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 Ian Paul, ‘How to use the Tor Browser to surf the web anonymously’(PC World, 23 September 2014) 
<http://www.pcworld.com/article/2686467/how-to-use-the-tor-browser-to-surf-the-web-
anonymously.html> accessed 29 October 2014 
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1.2.1 - Advantages 

Global access to a common currency 

According to a recent study conducted by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, more than 

2.5 billion adults around the world do not have a bank account26. The reasons for such a 

^cmj[lcns [l_ p[lciom, [h^ ch]fo^_ ‚bcab ]imn, jbsmc][f ^cmn[h]_, [h^ f[]e i` jlij_l 

documentation, though there are significant differences across regions and individual 

]b[l[]n_lcmnc]m‛27. Therefore, such persons have to either transact in cash, or barter, or resort 

to international money transfer services such as Moneygram. BTC presents a ray of light as all 

one requires to transact in BTC is either a computer or a mobile phone. Indeed, there are 

roughly six billion mobile phone subscriptions worldwide, vastly outnumbering the number 

of persons who own a bank account, and thus it can be conceded that BTC would provide 

access to the global economy for an enormous number of unbanked individuals. BTC 

transactions can take place via SMS wallets as well, removing the necessity of an Internet 

connection. A genuine example of a country in which a move to BTC would make sense is 

Kenya; in a 2014 study, it was discovered that there are about 8-10 million unique bank 

accounts in the country, with the number of  mobile phone users far outweighing them at 

20-21 million28. BTC has a global reach, without the need for exchange rates.  

Transaction costs and time 

Banks and other entities such as PayPal which offer an intermediary service charge a 

premium for their services, which is often 4-5% of the total amount of the transaction as is 

the case for PayPal international transfers29. BTC has a sound advantage in this area; the 

current fee for each transaction is 0.0001 BTC, which, at the time of writing, amounts to 
                                                           
26

 Karen Weise, ‘Why Half the World Doesn't Have Bank Accounts’(Business Week, 25 April 2012) 
<http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-04-25/why-half-the-world-doesnt-have-bank-accounts> 
accessed 4 November 2014 
27

 Asli Demirguc-Kunt & Leora Klapper, ‘Measuring financial inclusion: the Global Findex Database, Volume 1’ 
(The World Bank, 19 April 2012) <http://www-
wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/IW3P/IB/2012/04/19/000158349_2012041908361
1/Rendered/PDF/WPS6025.pdf> accessed 4 November 2014 
28

 Kyla Yeoman, ‘M-Pesa helps world's poorest go to the bank using mobile phones’(The Christian Science 
Monitor, 6 January 2014) <http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Making-a-difference/Change-
Agent/2014/0106/M-Pesa-helps-world-s-poorest-go-to-the-bank-using-mobile-phones> accessed 4 
November 2014 
29

 PayPal User Agreement <https://www.paypal.com/mt/webapps/mpp/ua/useragreement-full#8> accessed 
11 January 2015 
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€0.022730. The transaction fee may vary slightly depending on the size of the transaction 

which it occupies on the blockchain; normally, a larger size is attributed to a larger amount 

of BTC \_cha nl[hm`_ll_^. Sncff, [ €0.02 `__ j_l nl[hm[]ncih ih [p_l[a_ cm [ p_ls fiq `__ qb_h 

compared to the more exuberant fees charged on the more traditional money transfer 

services, especially when taking place on an international scale since currency conversion 

fees need to be factored into the equation. However, such fees may increase with potential 

costs such as licensing fees possibly being factored in the future.  

The time for a transaction to be completed is also much quicker than that for the other 

services mentioned. Granted, PayPal acknowledges the transfer almost instantaneously, but 

it may take quite a longer period for it to be available for withdrawal as is the case in certain 

purchases31. BTC transactions appear a few seconds after having been sent by the payer, 

taking at most  ten minutes to become confirmed on the blockchain and can then be 

withdrawn by the payee – quicker than the days required for bank transfers to be completed 

especially when the transfers concerned are international. 

Better security for merchants 

BTC transactions, apart from being faster, are also non-reversible. This can be seen as a 

blessing for merchants who are prone to suffering chargeback fraud, where  typically the 

customer fraudulently claims that he/she has not received the item or has received a faulty 

product and asks the issuing back to order a chargeback on the payment made, if made via a 

credit card32. While certain measurements undertaken by the merchants help to prevent 

such fraud, it is not foolproof.  

Transactions are also publicly available and hence fully transparent with no hidden costs or 

charges, which is a plus both for the merchants and for the customers.  
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 Based on the BTC value on the 11
th

 of January, 2015, at €227.42 – CoinMarketCap 
<http://coinmarketcap.com/#EUR> accessed 11 January 2015 
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 ‘Chargeback Management Guidelines for Visa Merchants’(Visa, 2014) 
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accessed 11 January 2015 
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Innovation 

The innovative stimulus brought about by BTC does not stop at simply bringing about a new 

currency, but extends far beyond that. The blockchain technology has a myriad of other 

potential uses, such as implementing a smart contract system where contracts are validated 

across the peer-to-peer network, without the need of notaries and other public officials to 

rubber-stamp their approval so as to apply public faith33. As Antonopoulos aptly put it in his 

book:  

‚M[hs bog[h []ncpcnc_m nb[n jl_pciomfs lequired centralized institutions or 

organizations to function as authoritative or trusted points of control can now be 

decentralized. The invention of the blockchain and consensus system will 

significantly reduce the cost of organization and coordination on large scale systems, 

while removing opportunities for concentration of power, corruption and regulatory 

capture‛34. 

1.2.2 - Disadvantages 

Volatility 

At the time of writing, BTC lacks the stability of FCs [h^ b[m \__h n_lg_^ [m ‚2014’m qilmn 

]oll_h]s‛ \s Bfiig\_la35. It has peaked at $1,130 in late-2013, and currently stands at 

$236.48, il €200.7536, signifying a huge plunge in the value and making it a poor investment 

proposition. However, this did not slow down the rate of adoption by merchants; on the 

contrary, investment in VCs has increased and the number of merchants accepting Bitcoin as 

a payment method includes companies such as Dell and Microsoft37. This is because 
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 Vitalik Buterin, ‘Ethereum: A Next-Generation Generalized Smart Contract and Decentralized Application 
Platform’(VButerin, 2014) <http://vbuterin.com/ethereum.html> accessed 13 January 2015 
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 A.M. Antonopoulos, Mastering Bitcoin (1st, O'Reilly Media, California, U.S.A. December 2014) pg. 231 
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 Mark Gilbert, ‘And 2014's Worst Currency Was...Bitcoin’ (Bloomberg, 23 December 2014) 
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merchants can price their products in terms of a traditional currency and accept the 

equivalent amount in BTC.  

Security issues 

BTC entails a few security issues which may make potential users hesitant. First of all, if a user 

loses access to his local BTC wallet because of a forgotten password, the stored BTC are 

practically impossible to access, and the same applies if a user loses the hard-disk or other 

storage medium on which the BTC are stored. Secondly, online wallets may have better 

recovery options in case of lost passwords, but are vulnerable to hacking attempts38. These 

risks however are present in FCs as well; if a user loses his cash, it is irretrievable, and the 

same goes for a hacked online bank account.  

Security issues also extend to transactions; the irreversible nature of BTC transactions, while 

helping merchants avoid chargeback fraud, means that customers may end up with no viable 

remedy should anything go wrong and qiof^ mif_fs ^_j_h^ ih nb_ g_l]b[hn’m aii^qcff ni 

put things right. This may change with regulation, but at the moment, consumers are 

hesitant in dealing in BTC unless transacting with a reputable company with adequate 

consumer protection regulations in place.  

Regulation and public perception 

As with most technological advances, the law may take a while to catch up. BTC is still largely 

unregulated in most jurisdictions, and generic laws may be outdated or inapplicable vis-à-vis 

BTC. This presents certain problems, such as the refusal of a bank to finance merchants if 

nb_s []]_jn BTC, il [ f[]e i` [ n[r[ncih l_acg_ qb_h ih_’m ch]ig_ cm g[chfs ch BTC. Tb_ ihfs 

solution to this is the creation of a new regulatory framework which should not be stifling as 

it wiof^ b[gj_l BTC’m aliqnb.  

Furthermore, there should be widespread education on what BTC consists of as BTC is either 

misunderstood or deemed to be a helping tool for criminals and nothing else39. Regulation 
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and better supervision would help ensure that the use of BTC would fare on the legitimate 

rather than on the illegitimate side, and it would not make much sense to ban something 

simply because it is being used for illicit motives; cash would have long been banned were 

that the case.  

 

 

Bottom line 

BTC is still a technology very much in its infancy, and a lot still needs to be discovered on its 

potential uses and downfalls. The underlying details and mathematical formulae involved 

are extremely complex, and what has been illustrated above only scratches upon its surface. 

Such complexities, coupled with the demanding features of AML legislation, present a 

laborious task for legislators to sew BTC into the fabric of the AML framework. The current 

AML framework shall be viewed in the next chapter, and step by step the author shall try and 

ultimately determine the best approaches to be taken in order to legislate upon BTC 

prudently while retaining its day-to-day usability.   
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CHAPTER 2 - THE CURRENT REGIME OF MONEY 

LAUNDERING 
 

The current AML law in Malta is, by and large, derived from the EU Directives, which in turn 

are derived from the FATF Recommendations. Therefore, it is worth delving into each of the 

three abovementioned works in order to gain a better understanding of the current 

framework, so as to be able to better tackle the question forming the subject of the thesis.  

 

2.1 – THE INTERNATIONAL ASPECT 

 

The first international effort towards suppressing money laundering took place in 1988 with 

the adoption of the United Nations Vienna Convention40  by the participating States,  

wherein the States agreed to adopt measures towards the confiscation of proceeds from 

illicit drug trafficking.  

However, the real breakthrough was the creation of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) 

established in 198941 after the G7 meeting in that same year. Thanks to the FATF, a 

standardised set of Recommendations have been created to thwart the surmounting threat 

of money laundering. These forty Recommendations have been adopted by States 

worldwide so as to have a standardised set of laws in place.  

The latest amendments to the Recommendations took place in 2012, where the focus was on 

refining the ‘risk-based approach’, improving transparency regarding the ownership and 

control of legal persons and legal arrangements, as well as requiring more clarity on the 

parties to wire transfers, stressing the need for better international cooperation and 

operational standards, strengthening the requirements imposed on financial institutions to 
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identify politically exposed persons and the inclusion of tax crimes in the list of predicate 

offences42.  

Afnbioab nb_ h[g_ ‚R_]igg_h^[ncihm‛ cgjfc_m [ hih-obligatory nature of such rules, most 

States have adopted such Recommendations en bloc with little modifications. While such 

Recommendations were and are still relevant for most developed countries across the world, 

the same cannot be said for countries with an underdeveloped or non-existent financial 

sector. An example can be taken from Southern African countries such as Namibia, 

Sq[tcf[h^, [h^ Binmq[h[, qb_l_ cn cm ehiqh nb[n ‚ch nbcm l_acih [Sionb_lh A`lc][], gimn 

people do not have addresses, a basic problem for completing the forms necessary to 

establish a bank account or enter the financial system‛43. Indeed, the problem is not 

pertinent to Southern Africa only but can be said to be widespread and of major 

chn_lh[ncih[f ]ih]_lh, [m ‚ip_l 70 j_l]_hn i` [^ofnm ch nb_ ^_p_fijcha qilf^ (2.7 \cffcih 

people) do not have access to the formal financial system‛44. 

Notwithstanding this gaping loophole in the application of the FATF Recommendations, the 

Recommendations per se cannot be said to be ineffective when applied properly in fully-

functional economies. The AML regime of the 40 Recommendations boils down to two 

fundamental sections: prevention and enforcement45. Prevention is further subdivided into 

four areas: customer due ^cfca_h]_ ([fmi l_`_ll_^ ni [m ‘Khiq siol Comnig_l’, or KYC), 

reporting, regulation and supervision, while enforcement mainly comprises sanctions. It can 

be said that preventive measures, as opposed to sanctions, are largely homogenous and 

mostly adopted by credit and financial institutions, which can afford to implement the Anti-

Money Laundering (AML) rules without suffering severe financial prejudice, which may 

unfortunately not be the case for smaller and/or underfinanced businesses or traders. 

A^^cncih[ffs, cn cm [fmi [lao_^ nb[n cn cm ch nb_ \[hem’ iqh chn_l_mnm to implement AML rules 
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mch]_ ‚jublic confidence in banks, and hence their stability, can be undermined by adverse 

publicity as a result of inadvertent association by banks with criminals‛46.  

One particular indirect enforcement measure for countries to adhere to this international 

AML regime is the inclusion of non-complying States to the so-c[ff_^ ‚FATF Bf[]efcmn‛, 

wherein States which do not meet the requirements set out in the Recommendations are 

listed and hence acting as a persuasive force since such listing would deter other States from 

cooperating in financial ventures with such listed States.  

 

2.2 – THE EU ASPECT 

 

For the most part, EU legislation in this regard followed the Recommendations as enacted 

and revised throughout the years, with timely amendments to EU Directives being made 

shortly after any revisions to the Recommendations as aforesaid. However, EU legislation 

provides a deeper regulatory insight and fleshes out the metaphorical regulatory skeleton 

which the Recommendations provided.  

2.2.1 - First Money Laundering Directive 

The first formal EU effort towards combating money laundering arrived in 1991 with the 

introduction of the Directive on the Prevention of the Use of the Financial System for the 

Purpose of Money Laundering47 (1MLD). The Directive defined the concepts of credit 

institutions, financial institutions and money laundering, and particularly in the latter 

category departing from the definition given in the 1988 United Nations Convention 

abovementioned48. The Directive introduced the KYC obligations whereupon credit and 

financial institutions had to start identifying customers when opening an account, or when 

starting a business relationship, or in the case of any transactions for the amount of €15,000 
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or more, even when conducted in several operations49, and to conduct proper examinations 

when transactions of whatever amount were suspected of being connected to money 

laundering50. Credit and financial institutions were also obliged to keep appropriate 

records51 and to establish compliance procedures applicable in business relationships with 

clients as well as to take appropriate measures so that the employees are aware of the 

provisions of the Directive52.  

2.2.2 - Second Money Laundering Directive 

 

This Directive proved to be an emancipating measure undertaken to curb the crime of 

money laundering in the EU, and paved the way for regulation on a worldwide scale, even 

though it was initially intended with respect to proceeds from drug-related crimes. The 

latter shortcoming was addressed in the Amending Directive (2MLD) which arrived in 

200153, wherein criminal activity was defined [m ‚[hs ech^ i` ]lcgch[f chpifp_g_hn ch nb_ 

]iggcmmcih i` [ m_lciom ]lcg_‛54, [h^ q_hn ih `olnb_l ni ^_`ch_ ‚]lcgch[f []ncpcns‛ [m 

comprising, inter alia, one or more of the following listed offences: human trafficking for 

sexual or labour exploitation by criminal organization, serious fraud against the EU budget, 

corruption [h^ ‚an offence which may generate substantial proceeds and which is 

punishable by a severe sentence of imprisonment in accordance with the penal law of the 

Member State‛55. 

These were added on to the already-listed offences relating to drug activity. The most 

interesting addition was the last provision which included offences that generate 

‚mo\mn[hnc[f‛ jli]__^m [h^ [l_ johcmb[\f_ \s [ m_p_l_ m_hn_h]_ i` cgjlcmihg_hn. Tbcm 

widened the scope of the amended Directive considerably, but at the same time it 

a_h_l[n_^ [ fin i` ^_\[n_ [m ni qb[n ‚mo\mn[hnc[f jli]__^m‛ [h^ ‚m_p_l_ sentence of 

cgjlcmihg_hn‛ g_[ht. Another important change brought about by the 2MLD was the 
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inclusion of a wider range of subject persons, as well as rendering it applicable to auditors, 

external accountants, tax advisors, real estate agents, notaries, lawyers, other independent 

legal professionals, casinos, and dealers and auctioneers when dealing with goods whose 

p[fo_ _r]__^m €15,000 [h^ j[sg_hn cm g[^_ ch ][mb56. The requirement for customer 

identification arose whenever the above-mentioned persons entered into business 

relationships for the first time or when dealing with transactions involving a sum of more 

nb[h €15,000, whether the transaction was carried out in a single transaction or in several 

linked transactions57.  

2.2.3 - Third Money Laundering Directive 

Several years passed until the next fundamental step towards combating money laundering 

arrived in 2005 with the advent of the Third Money Laundering Directive58 (3MLD) which 

abrogated the two preceding Directives.  Although in substance the 3MLD retained most of 

the principles enunciated by the previous Directives, it introduced important changes, with 

some of the most important ones being the implementation of stronger measures to combat 

terrorist financing and a novel proposition of a risk-based approach. Most of these changes 

q_l_ \[m_^ ih nb_ FATF’m l_pcmcihm i` nb_ R_]igg_h^[ncihm ch 200359 and the inclusion of 

an added Recommendation in 2004 in relation to cash couriers in terrorist financing60. The 

definition of money laundering was also slightly altered from the previous Directives, and 

read as follows: 

‚([) nb_ ]ihp_lmcih il nl[hm`_l i` jlij_lns, ehiqcha nb[n mo]b jlij_lns cm ^_lcp_^ 

from criminal activity or from an act of participation in such activity, for the purpose 

of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of the property or of assisting any person 

who is involved in the commission of such activity to evade the legal consequences of 

his action; 
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(b) the concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, location, disposition, 

movement, rights with respect to, or ownership of property, knowing that such 

property is derived from criminal activity or from an act of participation in such 

activity; 

(c) the acquisition, possession or use of property, knowing, at the time of receipt, 

that such property was derived from criminal activity or from an act of participation 

in such activity; 

(d) participation in, association to commit, attempts to commit and aiding, abetting, 

facilitating and counselling the commission of any of the actions mentioned in the 

`il_aicha jichnm‛61. 

Tb_ ^_`chcncih i` ‚m_lciom ]lcg_m‛ q[m ]b[ha_^ ch nb_ 3MLD; \_mc^_m nb_ ilcach[f fcmn i` 

offences, express reference was made to Terrorist Offences as enunciated in Council 

Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA of 13 June 200262. More importantly, the so-called 

‚a_h_l[f jlipcmcih‛ l_f[ncha ni m_lciom ]lcg_m q[m ^l[mnc][ffs [fn_l_^ [h^ q[m g[^_ ni 

include:  

‚all offences which are punishable by deprivation of liberty or a detention order for a 

maximum of more than one year or, as regards those States which have a minimum 

threshold for offences in their legal system, all offences punishable by deprivation of 

liberty or a detention order for a minimum of more than six months‛63.  

This change was much needed in order to remove the ambiguity and subjectivity which 

surrounded the previous definition. However, such a change did not completely solve the 

problem, as there still is a somewhat severe discrepancy between States which punish 

offences with a maximum of more than one year, and States which punish offences with a 

minimum of more than six months, resulting in different predicate offences being 

condemnable in some States but not others. This problem is further exacerbated by Article 

1(3) qbc]b mn[n_m nb[n ‚gih_s f[oh^_lcha mb[ff \_ l_a[l^_^ [m mo]b _p_h qb_l_ nb_ []ncpcnc_m 

which generated the property to be laundered were carried out in the territory of another 
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Member State or in that of a third country64‛, [h^ qbc]b q[m [fl_[^s jlesent in the 

preceding Directive.  

Tbcm ‚nb_l_`il_ ]l_[n_m [ mcno[ncih qb_l_\s [ j_lmih ch ih_ M_g\_l Sn[n_ g[s j_l`ilg [h 

act that is not a criminal offence at all there, but a bank or other financial intermediary in 

another Member State, which invests the proceeds for him, may commit a serious criminal 

offence65‛, [h^ l_mofnm ch [ \[]e`cl_ emanating from the principle of subsidiarity, preventing 

harmonisation rather than promoting it.  

Customer Due Diligence (CDD) requirements were also altered, with particular emphasis on 

the application of enhanced due diligence where there is a suspicion of money laundering or 

terrorist financing and where there are doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously 

obtained customer identification data66, hence emphasising the risk-based approach 

mentioned before. Such an approach further extends to simplified due diligence as well; 

]omnig_lm ‚l_jl_m_hncha [ fiq lcme i` gih_s f[oh^_lcha il n_llilcmn `ch[h]cha‛67 need not 

have enhanced CDD applied in their respect.  

Subject persons are now also required to conduct constant monitoring of the business 

relationships established as part of the CDD measures listed in Article 8 of the Directive, 

hence bringing in constant supervision of transactions regardless of whether they are being 

transacted by first-time or repeat customers or persons, and departing from the position in 

the previous Directive which gave paramount importance to CDD in the establishment of 

business relationships and substantial transactions but did not give much heed to other 

instances of business relationships.  

Finally, Article 6 of the 3MLD includes an interesting provision which prohibits the keeping 

of anonymous accounts and/or passbooks by credit and financial institutions, unless the 

users of such accounts/passbooks are first subjected to CDD measures before using such 

accounts/passbooks68. Indeed, Austria risked becoming blacklisted by the FATF in 

]ihm_ko_h]_ ni cnm chmncnoncihm’ []]_jn[h]_ [h^ lohhcha i` ]igjf_n_fs [hihsgiom j[mm\iie 
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(sparbuch) without any need for proof of identification by the users69, and the inclusion of 

Article 6 may have been triggered by this incident. 

2.2.4 - Proposal for a Fourth Money Laundering Directive 

A Proposal for a Fourth Money Laundering Directive (P4MLD)70 repealing the previous 

Directives has been tabled in 2013, following the 2012 amendments of the FATF 

Recommendations, with various welcome changes in CDD procedures and broadening the 

scope of the Directive, among other changes. The P4MLD extends the applicability of the 

Directive to providers of gambling services71 [h^ l_^o]_m nb_ €15,000 nbl_mbif^ `il ^_[f_lm 

[h^ nl[^_lm ni €7,50072. An exception is listed in the Directive for those who engage in low-

risk transactions and satisfy the six listed criteria73. Additionally, tax crimes have also been 

included in the scope of the Directive and listed expressly as a predicate offence74. An 

emphasis on Data Protection has also been injected in order to balance the rights of persons 

transacting and the need to have sufficient information to curb money laundering75.  

Another major change impinges upon CDD; the P4MLD no longer incorporates outright 

exclusions for low-risk transactions as under the 3MLD, but requires that CDD is still carried 

out for such transactions, albeit a simplifie^ `ilg i` CDD, [h^ ‚mo``c]c_hn gihcnilcha i` nb_ 

nl[hm[]ncih il \omch_mm l_f[ncihmbcj‛ cm l_kocl_^ [n [ff ncg_m76. Thus, the risk-based approach 

will become more prominent with these changes; indeed, the P4MLD also vouches for the 

removal of the so-][ff_^ ‚qbcn_ fcmn‛ qbc]b ch]fo^_^ nbcl^ ]iohnlc_m qcnb AML msmn_gm 

equivalent or superior to those present in the EU, therefore obliging subject persons to 

perform CDD whenever required on all cross-border transactions irrelevantly of their 

origin77. Enhanced CDD will be required by providers of gambling services when carrying out 

i]][mcih[f nl[hm[]ncihm [giohncha ni €2,000 il gil_, [m q_ff [m h[nol[f il f_a[f j_lmihm 
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nl[^cha ch aii^m qb_h nb_ €7,500 nbl_mbif^ cm molj[mm_^. Fch[ffs nb_ P4MLD ionlcabn 

prohibits credit institutions from entering into or continuing a correspondent banking 

relationship with a shell bank which is defined as: 

‚A credit institution, or an institution engaged in equivalent activities, incorporated 

in a jurisdiction in which it has no physical presence, involving meaningful mind and 

management, and which is unaffiliated with a regulated financial group.78‛ 

The author feels it necessary ni jichn ion nb[n nb_ `[]n nb[n ihfs ][mb nl[hm[]ncihm i` €7,500 

or more are covered, rather than all transactions irrespective of the payment method, may 

be exploited illicitly. Although it is true that such a provision may be due to the fact that if 

payment is made via bank transfer or credit card, the required CDD procedure would be 

carried out by the bank rather than by the trader, there still exists the risk of such a loophole 

being exploited especially if the card issuer is a shell bank or a bank instituted in a country 

with lax AML policies. Also, although the preamble of the P4MLD states that an effort has 

been made towards harmonising the effects and implementation of such Directive, the list of 

predicate offences still has the worrying divergence which existed under the 3MLD where 

predicate offences include offences punishable by diverging terms of deprivation of liberty 

depending on nb_ M_g\_l Sn[n_m’ ^ig_mnc] f_acmf[ncih79, hence fuelling the problem 

regarding cases where an act may be considered as a predicate offence in one Member 

State but not in another80.  
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2.3 – THE MALTESE ASPECT 

 

The primary legislation concerning money laundering is the Prevention of Money 

Laundering Act (PMLA)81, which has been enacted in 1994 and has regularly been amended 

over the years. The PMLA lays out the AML framework in Malta, establishing the definitions 

of the offence and modes of commission of the offence itself, while also setting up the FIAU. 

In 2008, [ h_q m_n i` l_aof[ncihm oh^_l Cb[jn_l 373 q[m _h[]n_^, ncnf_^ ‚Pl_p_hncih i` 

Money Laundering and Funding of Terrorism Regulations82‛ (FTR) qbc]b [cg_^ ni 

incorporate the enforcement of CDD procedures, the list of subject persons, the duty to 

report suspicious transactions and other provisions stemming from the 3MLD.  

On an international plane, apart from the implementation of the EU directives, Malta has 

also ratified the 1999 United Nations Convention for the Suppression of Terrorism 

Financing, the 1988 UN Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic 

Substances and the 1990 Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search, Seizure and 

Confiscation of the Proceeds of Crime. The local financial institutions have also adopted 

renowned international reports and recommendations, which include the International 

Organisation of Securities Commissions' 1992 report, the Basel Committee Statement of 

Principles and the FATF's 40 Recommendations on Money Laundering.  

2.3.1 – The Prevention of Money Laundering Act 

The greater part of the PMLA reflects what has been iterated in Chapter 2.2 regarding 

Eolij_[h f_acmf[ncih ih gih_s f[oh^_lcha, [h^ nb_l_`il_ `il \l_pcns’m m[e_ nbcm j[ln i` nb_ 

chapter will focus on where the local legislation diverges from the European Directives. The 

first and foremost important difference is the defihcncih i` [ ‚]lcgch[f i``_h]_‛, [m nhe PMLA 

goes a step further than the 3MLD [h^ ch]fo^_m ‚[hs ]lcgch[f i``_h]_‛83 within the ambit of 

nb_ AML l_acg_. K__jcha ch gch^ nb[n nb_ qil^m ‚]lcgch[f i``_h]_‛ [l_ om_^ pcm-à-vis the 

predicate offence, it can be argued that the Maltese legislator might have deliberately 
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opted for an extremely obtuse definition in order to cater for future unforeseeable 

developments. 

The definition of money laundering is mostly derived from the 3MLD, with one important 

difference: a mere suspicion that the property is derived directly or indirectly from the 

proceeds of criminal activity is sufficient84, rather than outright knowledge as stipulated in 

the 3MLD. Ahinb_l ^cp_lacha ^_`chcncih cm nb[n i` nb_ qil^ ‚jlij_lns‛, qcnb nb_ M[fn_m_ 

version entering into much more detail than the one provided in the 3MLD. While the latter 

is kept at a very general l_p_f \s mcgjfs ^_`chcha cn [m ‚[mm_nm i` _p_ls ech^‛85 and then listing 

several non-restrictive criteria to define it, the PMLA defines property generally and then 

introduces a non-exhaustive list of what such property may consist of, with the first entry in 

the list being of special importance to the subject of the thesis as it mentions:  

‚Any currency, whether or not the same is legal tender in Malta, bills, securities, 

bonds, negotiable instruments or any instrument capable of being negotiable 

including one payable to bearer or endorsed payable to bearer whether expressed in 

euri il [hs inb_l `il_cah ]oll_h]s‛86 [added emphasis of the author].  

Although such a definition is not exhaustive and the four sub-paragraphs are inclusive rather 

than exclusive, it would be interesting to determine whether Bitcoin would fall within the 

definition i` ‚[hs ]oll_h]s‛ [m mncjof[n_^ ch the PMLA. If BTC is considered as a currency, 

then it would fall within the ambit of the first part of the definition, even if it is not 

considered as legal tender in Malta; on the other hand, if it is not considered as a virtual 

currency, it might be considered as a negotiable instrument and hence still regulated by the 

same provision. If it does not fall within either of these categories, then it would still be 

caught under the general definition i` ‚jlij_lns‛.  

Perhaps the most important element present in the PMLA and absent in the 3MLD is the 

possibility of the conviction of the offence of money laundering without the need to prove 

the underlying or predicate offence87. Indeed, all the prosecution needs to prove is that the 

accused has a source of income which does not tally to his official or registered legal income; 
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subsequently, the burden of proof is shifted onto the accused who needs to prove that such 

monies were not the product or proceeds of a criminal offence and were legitimately 

obtained88.  Therefore, the accused cannot plead the lack of conviction of an underlying 

offence in order to be acquitted of the offence of money laundering, and such an approach 

is also favourable towards the prevention of abuse of BTC in such a scenario as the owner 

would still need to prove the legitimate sources of funds.  

A notable change brought about by an amending Act in 201589 was the inclusion of 

‚jlij_lns nb[n g[s b[p_ ^_lcp_^ ^cl_]nfs il ch^cl_]nfs `lig, il ]ihmncnon_m nb_ jli]__^m i`, 

criminal []ncpcns‛ when reporting or analysing reports of suspicious transactions, which 

reports previously only concerned ‚nl[hm[]ncihm il []ncpcnc_m momj_]n_^ ni chpifp_ gih_s 

f[oh^_lcha il `oh^cha i` n_llilcmg‛90. Although one may question the necessity of such a 

change, due to the fact than nb_ ^_`chcncih i` ‚gih_s f[oh^_lcha‛ ch nb_ PMLA [fl_[^s 

ch]fo^_m ‚jlij_lns nb[n g[s b[p_ ^_lcp_^ ^cl_]nfs il ch^cl_]nfs `lig, il ]ihmncnon_m nb_ 

jli]__^m i`, ]lcgch[f []ncpcns‛, nb_l_ cm [ p[fc^ l_[mih `il mo]b [h ch]fomcih. Plij_lns ]iof^ \_ 

handled by a person who is not aware that such property is the proceeds of or has been 

derived, directly or indirectly, from criminal activity. Due to the way in which the law was 

drafted prior to the amendment, the reporting and analysis of such transactions could only 

be made if there was a suspicion that the said transactions could involve money laundering 

or the funding of terrorism; in other words, such terms denoted the necessity of mala fede on 

part of the transactor. Thanks to the amendments, transactions which possibly involve the 

proceeds of criminal activity as termed in the articles of the PMLA can also be reported 

and/or analysed, according to the situation, even though there is, as of yet, no hint of money 

laundering involved, or the said transaction has not yet entered the stage of money 

laundering.   
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The PMLA also provides for the possibility of investigating and monitoring orders, whereby 

the Attorney General (AG) can, upon a reasonable suspicion either order the suspect to hand 

over any material to the persons mentioned in the order for further investigation, or order a 

\[he ni gihcnil nb_ momj_]n’m nl[hm[]ncihm91. The AG can also order an attachment order to 

the assets of the accused92, and may also order the freezing of the assets of the accused93; 

such freezing can also be ordered if the AG receives a request by a judicial or prosecuting 

authority outside Malta regarding the accused who is located in Malta and who is accused of 

an act or omission which would constitute an offence under Article 3 of the PMLA94. Such a 

provision is fundamental for the curbing of abuse of BTC in transnational money-laundering 

offences, although the freezing of digital assets may be problematic even with the recent 

Directive on the freezing and confiscation of the proceeds of crime within the EU95.  

In the same manner as the 3MLD provides for a Financial Intelligence Unit, the PMLA 

establishes the Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit (FIAU) which is be responsible for the 

‚]iff_]ncih, ]iff[ncih, jli]_mmcha, [h[fsmcm, [h^ ^cmm_gch[ncih i` ch`ilg[ncih qcnb [ pc_q ni 

]ig\[ncha gih_s f[oh^_lcha [h^ `oh^cha i` n_llilcmg‛, [gc^ inb_l `oh]ncihm96. The 

supervisory powers of the FIAU have been widely broadened since the implementation of 

the 3MLD97, with Act III of 2015 further widening such powers; the FIAU can now carry out 

on-site examinations of subject persons so as to establish compliance98, and can override 

legal and contractual obligations to which the subject person is obliged when issuing 

directives99 or orders such as the delaying of transactions100. However, much still needs to be 

done in order to increase the effectiveness of the FIAU to the necessary standard, as shall be 

discussed in Chapter 4.3.2.  
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2.3.2 – The Prevention of Money Laundering and Funding of Terrorism 

Regulations 

The FTR were enacted in order to fully implement the provisions of the 3MLD which were 

not yet part of the PMLA, as explained in the opening section of the FTR itself101. Therefore it 

largely replicates the 3MLD, with a few exceptions, the most noteworthy one for the purpose 

of the nb_mcm \_cha nb_ ch]fomcih i` [ ^_`chcncih i` ‚mo\d_]n j_lmih‛ ch nb_ FTR, qbc]b ^_`ch_m 

cn [m ‚[hs f_a[f il h[nol[f j_lmih ][llscha ion _cnb_l l_f_p[hn `ch[h]c[f \omch_ss or relevant 

[]ncpcns‛102. This definition is restricted by the listing of various applicable relevant activities 

throughout the FTR. Subject persons have several AML obligations, including, inter alia, the 

imposition of CDD, the keeping of records and maintaining internal reporting procedures 

whenever establishing a business relationship or carrying out an occasional transaction 

where applicable, especially if the transaction is taking place on a non-face-to-face basis103. 

Another provision of major importance states that the FTR shall also apply where any 

relevant financial business or relevant activity is undertaken or performed through the 

Internet or other electronic means104.  

The risk-based approach is predominant in the FTR, where subject entities have to determine 

the risk posed by an applicant for business or persons already in a business relationship on 

nb_ \[mcm i` m_p_l[f ]lcn_lc[, qbc]b ch]fo^_ ‚nb_ ]omnig_l \[]ealioh^, ]iohnls i` ilcach, 

business activities, products, linked accounts or activities and public or other high profile 

jimcncihm‛105. Such a risk-based approach does not only pertain to subject persons but also to 

authorities such as the FIAU, which has to allocate its resources to the areas which present 

the highest risk, as it is virtually impossible to supervise and inspect each and every subject 

person106. Moreover, after the introduction of L.N. 464 of 2014, the general provision 

relating to applicants for business which are legal persons and which present a low risk of 

money laundering or funding of terrorism has been abolished107, meaning that simplified 
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CDD cannot be applied vis-à-vis such legal persons, hence having to go through the 

applicable CDD or enhanced CDD if necessary.   

However, there is a glaring loophole vis-à-vis VCs which has not yet been addressed and 

qbc]b q[m g_hncih_^ ch nb_ EBA’m ijchcih cmmo_^ ch 2014. VC-fiat exchanges and vice-versa 

are not specifically regulated by the EU directives or by the Maltese FTR; they only fall within 

the ambit of such regulations if the exchange engages in a cash transaction amounting to 

€15,000 il gil_. Mimn nl[hm[]ncihm [l_ hilg[ffs f_mm nb[h nb[n [giohn, [h^ b_h]_ [l_ hin 

included as relevant financial business or relevant activity as defined in the FTR. While it is 

true that the FTR imposes enhanced CDD in cases where there is a suspicion that the person 

making the transaction may be engaging in money laundering108, it still remains something 

i` [ al_s [l_[ ih qb_nb_l mo]b _r]b[ha_m [l_ ‘i\fca_^ _hncnc_m’ qbc]b [l_ ^ons-bound to 

supervise transactions and report where necessary, hence the need for an express inclusion 

in the FTR.   

2.3.3 – Jurisprudence 

The AML provisions under Maltese law have been fleshed out by rules and regulations 

applicable to the banking sector. However, another source of AML law which is extremely 

important is local case-law, albeit the amount of cases which delve into money laundering 

being few and far between when compared to other more common crimes. In the case The 

Police vs. Carlos Frias Mateo109, the Court of Magistrates (CoM) b[^ mn[n_^ nb[n ‚gbor eoff 

akkwist, mhux kull konverżdihc n[’ nl[m`_lcg_hn n[’ jlijld_n[’, gbor eoff ħ[\c d_q qclc n[’ 

jlijld_n[’ h_ċessarjament jammonta għall-money laundering, anki jekk l-akkużat ikun 

elcgch[f che[ffcn‛110, meaning that the judicial authorities have to tread warily whenever 

faced by a person accused of money laundering.  

In the same case but at the appeal stage, the Court of Criminal Appeal111 had also 

underlined the fact that although the crime of money laundering is theoretically described 

as consisting of three separate and distinct stages, in practice these are not sine qua non 
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requirements for the offence to subsist and more often than not one of these elements is 

missing. It also highlighted the element of reversal of the burden of proof onto the accused 

to prove the licit origin of the property, as it was extremely difficult in certain instances for 

investigators and prosecutors to prove the origin of such property. However, the Court also 

stated that the prosecution has to prove, at least at a prima facie level, the connection 

between the property involved and the possibility of criminal activity connected to the 

accused; there is no need to prove a prior conviction as the prosecution merely needs to 

show that the amount of money involved does not conform to the lifestyle of the accused, 

and hence that there is no logical and plausible explanation as to the provenience of the 

money.  

The inversion of the burden of proof onto the accused, once the prima facie level of proof 

has been presented by the prosecution, was contested as being in breach of the fundamental 

human rights of the accused, in the cases Mario Camilleri et vs. The Attorney General112 and 

Egbomon Morgan Ehi vs. The Attorney General113. In both cases, the Courts in their 

Constitutional jurisdiction enounced that the shift in the burden of proof was merely with 

respect to the explanation vis-à-vis the provenance of the funds in question, and not vis-à-vis 

the offence of money laundering itself, which still needs to be proved beyond reasonable 

doubt by the prosecution. The Court, in the Camilleri Mario case, noted that such a reversal 

had been embraced by the EU and that several other EU MS had adopted the same position. 

Tb_l_`il_, nb_ jl_mogjncih ch Alnc]f_ 3(3) i` nb_ PMLA q[m ^__g_^ [m ‚l_\onn[\f_ [h^ cm hin 

in itself unreasonable‛114, and that the shifting in the burden of proof did not breach the 

lcabnm i` nb_ []]om_^ [h^ l_n[ch_^ nb_ ‚`[cl \[f[h]_‛ l_kocl_^ ch [ nlc[f.  

Such reversal of the burden of proof is of fundamental importance were BTC to be used in 

money laundering offences. Although not as anonymous as cash, BTC transactions can still be 

rendered anonymous with the right tools, and hence if the prosecution is to have any 

conceivable chance of proving money laundering when the suspicious transactions are made 

in BTC, it stands to reason that it should be up to the accused to prove the legitimate source 

of such BTC.  
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Bottom Line 

With the law subject to much interpretation due to its open-ended nature, one should 

consult with case law in order to better understand the elements and consequences of the 

crime of money laundering. However, as already stated above, case-law is still scarce on the 

matter, and no mention of BTC has been made in the law, let alone in cases. It is for this 

reason that a close look shall be given at foreign law and cases on the matter, both in 

relation to BTC itself and also in connection to the crime of money laundering.  
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CHAPTER 3 - THE LEGAL STANDING OF BITCOIN 

ESPECIALLY WITH REGARDS TO MONEY 

LAUNDERING 
 

The need for regulation vis-à-vis BTC and other VCs is increasing daily. While excessive 

l_aof[ncih cm hin ^_mcl[\f_ [m cn mnc`f_m BTC’m aliqnb, [ ]igjf_n_ f[]e i` l_aof[ncih ^i_m hin 

fare much better. Unfortunately, most States are still reluctant to take a stand with regards 

to BTC, either because of a lack of understanding of the subject, or because of apathy, or a 

mixture of both. In the first part of the chapter, several jurisdictions shall be examined in 

order to assess their stand on BTC, with particular emphasis on the money laundering aspect. 

In the second part, the existent BTC/VC-afflicted cases of money laundering will be 

examined in detail.  

 

3.1 - THE POSITION OF BTC IN SEVERAL JURISDICTIONS 

 

3.1.1 - Malta 

Malta has not yet taken an official position vis-à-vis BTC or legislated thereupon. BTC is 

neither treated as a currency nor as a commodity, and is regulated by the general laws 

pertaining to taxation and money laundering. This free-for-all approach has attracted a few 

businesses originating from foreign jurisdictions which already have regulations pertaining 

to BTC in place, but it also acts as a double-edged sword as it could moreover attract illicit 

activity. The apathy present vis-à-vis BTC has led to Malta becoming ranked in the 131st 

position out of 177 in the list of countries most likely to adopt BTC115. 
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3.1.2 - Isle of Man 

The Tynwald116 has recently passed an amendment regarding VC businesses, including them 

in the list of businesses in the regulated sector, ergo businesses which are subject to AML 

requirements. The relevant article of the law117 describes the said businesses as follows: 

‚the business of issuing, transmitting, transferring, providing safe custody or storage 

of, administering, managing, lending, buying, selling, exchanging or otherwise 

trading or intermediating convertible virtual currencies, including crypto-currencies 

or similar concepts where the concept is accepted by persons as a means of payment 

`il aii^m il m_lpc]_m, [ ohcn i` []]iohn, [ mnil_ i` p[fo_ il [ ]iggi^cns;‛ 

This is quite a wide-ranging definition and does not only include VC exchanges but also 

wallet service providers, VC loaners and even the issuance of VCs; the author is of the 

opinion that the last-mentioned activity encompasses centralised VCs and not decentralised 

ones as no authority is responsible for the issuance in the latter. However, it omits from 

defining BTC or other VCs as a currency or otherwise, instead roping in different 

classifications so as to avoid possible legal loopholes. One may argue that it may be too soon 

to regulate VCs in such a wide manner, especially as the Isle of Man was on the forefront of 

adopting BTC in the past118.  

3.1.3 - Germany 

Germany treats BTC as a financial instrument in the form of a unit of account, and has also 

been ^o\\_^ [m [ `ilg i` ‘jlcp[n_ gih_s’119; it is not recognized as legal tender. However, it 

is subject to sales tax unless the sale is made after a period of retention exceeding a year120. 

In other words, in order not to be subject to sales tax, one should hold on to the BTCs for a 
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year and then sell them. BTC service providers require a trading license from BaFin in order 

to operate. With regards to the money laundering aspect, it is treated under the auspices of 

the general AML law found in the German Criminal Code121 and the German Banking Act122; 

with regards to the latter, nb_ ‚m[f_ [h^ jol]b[m_ i` `ch[h]c[f chmnlog_hnm ih [h iqh []]iohn 

\[mcm `il inb_lm‛123 is treated as a financial activity subject to AML regulation. Therefore, if a 

business sells or purchases BTC, since it is treated as a financial instrument, then it is caught 

under the said Banking Act and becomes a subject person thereunder.  

3.1.4 - United Kingdom 

The UK Parli[g_hn b[m [fmi ^_]f[l_^ BTC [m ‘jlcp[n_ gih_s’ and furthermore declared an 

exemption from VAT charges on income derived from mining, BTC exchange to/from 

Sn_lfcha [h^ inb_l ]oll_h]c_m [h^ inb_l []ncpcnc_m; biq_p_l, ‚VAT qcff \_ ^o_ ch nb_ hilg[f 

way from suppliers of any goods or services sold in exchange for Bitcoin or other similar 

]lsjni]oll_h]s‛124. Again, BTC is not currently treated or mentioned separately in the AML 

law, and worryingly enough, BTC exchanges and other service providers are not required to 

register under AML regulations125, which may be seen as a glaring loophole ready to be 

exploited.  Nevertheless, most service providers dealing in BTC do strive to comply with AML 

and KYC requirements out of their own volition126.  

In March 2015, the British HM Treasury (HMT) issued a response to the call for information 

on VCs127. The HMT commented positively on the underlying technology utilised by BTC, 
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namely that of the blockchain and the public ledger128. Interestingly, it has also stated that 

the British government intended to start applying AML legislation to VC exchanges in the 

UK in the future, therefore addressing the shortcoming mentioned above. Moreover, the 

HMT stressed the importance of the investigation and confiscation regime with regard to 

VCs, [mecha `il ‚_``_]ncp_ mecffm, niifm [h^ legislation to identify and prosecute criminal 

[]ncpcns l_f[ncha ni ^cacn[f ]oll_h]c_m‛129.   

The HMT noted that positive attributes of VCs such as low transaction costs, faster 

settlement times and easy cross-border transfers of funds made them attractive to criminals 

[m q_ff, _mj_]c[ffs qb_h ]iojf_^ qcnb jm_o^ihsgcns. Hiq_p_l, cn [^^_^ nb[n nb_l_ cm ‚fcnnf_ 

evidence to indicate use by established money laundering specialists or that digital 

]oll_h]c_m jf[s_^ [ lif_ ch n_llilcmn `ch[h]cha‛, [h^ ijch_^ nb[n much use is mostly for low-

p[fo_ nl[hm[]ncihm, qcnb ‚m_lciom ila[hcm_^ gih_s f[oh^_l_lm [`[piolcha] ]ihp_hncih[f 

j[sg_hn g_nbi^m chmn_[^‛130. 

The importance of the application of KYC procedures to VC exchanges was stressed upon, as 

well as the introduction of a new bespoke legal framework to regulate VCs in general131. In 

nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih, cn cm mncff nii miih ni ]ihmc^_l chnli^o]cha mo]b [ mj_]c[fcm_^ `l[g_qile, 

especially since the effect of BTC and other VCs both on the economy and on AML 

legislation are not yet completely clear to anyone; the technology is still too fresh and has to 

develop further before such a consideration is made. Interestingly enough, the HMT also 

mentioned the possibility of regulation of VC ATMs132; the author is of the opinion that 

ideally the VC ATM operators should be regulated by other existing legislation, such as that 

regulating financial institutions, rather than have a specific piece of legislation for VC ATM 

operators per se.  

In conclusion, the paper stated: 

‚The government considers that digital currencies, when used legitimately, offer an 

innovative, alternative payment option, which competes with existing payment 
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models and has particularly clear short-term advantages for micro-payments, 

ip_lm_[m l_gcnn[h]_m [h^ ]limm\il^_l nl[^_‛133.  

Therefore, it is clear that the British government is considering VCs in a positive manner and 

acknowledges their potential use, after ascertaining that their integration in the AML 

framework is possible with further research. 

3.1.5 - Bangladesh 

Although it is far from being one of the major global economies, Bangladesh has perhaps the 

strictest anti-BTC regime in place, as mere usage of BTC could lead to a punishment of up to 

12 years imprisonment134. This is due to the fact that Bangladesh has very restrictive AML 

laws, albeit ironically having a severely impoverished economy with a large amount of the 

population not owning a bank account135. This is the best example of how not to proceed in 

legislating vis-à-pcm BTC, ch nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih. 

3.1.6 - China 

Tb_ P_ijf_’m B[he i` Cbch[ (PBOC) cmmo_^ [ mn[n_g_hn ch f[n_ 2013 ^_]f[lcha BTC [m [ hih-

currency without any legal status, and shortly thereafter prohibited financial institutions 

from trading in BTC as fears were high regarding the possibility of the widespread use of BTC 

in money laundering136. Subsequently, there were fears that China could outright ban the 

use of BTC completely as it extended the ban to payment service providers and which led to 

a crash in the price of BTC137. However, the fears were unconfirmed and to this very date, 

BTC trading by individuals is allowed. In fact, China might slowly reverse its initial stand as 

recently a Chinese PBOC official commented that there is no why as to why BTC should not 
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co-exist with FCs138. The general AML rules in place in China are also applicable for BTC 

transactions, requiring subject persons to perform KYC procedures139. 

3.1.7 - Japan 

In February, 2014, BTC was the main point of discussion in the Japanese House of Councillors 

(known as sangiin)140. A Parliamentary Member asked, inter alia, about the legal status of 

BTC in Japan and its potential effects for usage in crime. The Japanese Government stated 

nb[n BTC f[]em ‚nb_ \[]echa i` [hs aip_lhg_hn il ]_hnl[f \[he `il cnm ]l_^cn‛141, could not be 

considered as a currency and that it was still too early to legislate on BTC. Unfortunately, the 

rest of the replies provided by the Government were poorly informed, and could not provide 

the total number of BTC in circulation and the market cap at that time, which is publicly 

available information and easily accessible142.  

The Government also held that the general AML rules apply for BTC143 and that specified 

business operations have to follow KYC rules for certain trades, regardless if BTC are used or 

not. Also, it stated that it is a crime to knowingly receive crime proceeds, whether made in 

yen, dollars, BTC, gold or any other means which may be qualc`c_^ [m ‘jli]__^m’ from a 

crime144, and therefore BTC is also provided for in the general law. An interesting side-note 

made by the Japanese Government is that BTC would not need to be covered by forgery laws 

as it is impossible to forge a BTC145. 
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3.1.8 – United States 

The initial reaction to BTC was a mixed one; the U.S. Treasury issued a warning in late 2013 

warning traders and investors of the illicit uses of BTC and that non-compliance with AML 

rules would lead to criminal sanctioning146, and Senator Joe Manchin called for a BTC ban as 

he said that the only two purposes of BTC are either to transact in illegal goods and services 

or to use it in speculative gambling147. In reply to this, Congressman Jared Polis defended 

BTC and held that if the U.S. were to ban BTC because of its association with money 

launderers, then the U.S. Dollar would have to be banned as well as it is used for the same 

purposes, perhaps with better effect148. In the same period, ongoing discussions were being 

held in order to determine whether BTC constituted a threat or whether it was an innovative 

piece of technology that could prove to be beneficial. A Senate Committee enacted after 

the Silk Road incident delved into great detail regarding the bigger picture of BTC; both the 

findings of the Committee and an overview of the Silk Road incident will be discussed in 

detail later on in Chapters 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.  

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) treats BTC as property for tax purposes, although such a 

classification has been questioned due to the nature of BTC, as it is seen being more akin to a 

currency than property149, and there are conflicting views on the subject. Indeed, the 

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) seems to be treating BTC as a currency, as 

it issued a letter classifying BTC exchangers and administrators as money transmitters, even 

if there is no transfer between the company running the exchange and the customers, as is 

the case when it simply provides a matching service between the sellers and buyers of VCs; 

the test to qualify such persons as money transmitters is an activity-based test150.  A move 
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niq[l^m _g\l[]cha BTC [m [ ]oll_h]s q[m `olnb_l []]_hno[n_^ \s nb_ C[fc`ilhc[h f[qg[e_lm’ 

decision to repeal an outdated law which prohibited companies from using any currency 

other than the U.S. dollar, and in obiter commenting that such a measure was taken so as to 

promote the use of BTC151. A Texan court also ruled BTC as falling under the definition of a 

currency, and declared that Bitcoin investment funds and transactions fall under the 

jurisdiction of the Securities Exchange Act152.  

With regards to AML provisions, the general consensus was that the Bank Secrecy Act has 

been deemed as sufficient to withstand any major problems which BTC might present at such 

an early stage153. BTC is moreover caught under Title 18 of the U.S. Code of Crimes and 

Criminal Procedure154, wherein it is stated that financial transactions that involve proceeds 

of illegal or terrorist activities or that are designed to finance such activities is prohibited. 

KYC requirements and reporting obligations are imposed on money services businesses 

under the Currency and Foreign Transaction Reporting Act, and this has been made 

applicable to BTC exchanges and other companies which convert BTC to U.S. and vice-versa, 

thanks to an interpretative guidance issued by FinCEN in 2013. However, the question still 

stands whether such regulations apply to businesses dealing solely in BTC-to-BTC 

transactions.  
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3.2 - NEW YORK’S BITLICENSE 

 

One of the first proposed comprehensive legislative acts on VCs has been issued by the State 

of New York, ^o\\_^ [m nb_ ‚NY BcnLc]_hm_‛155.  These proposed amendments aim to 

l_aof[n_ \omch_mm_m qbc]b _ha[a_ ch ‚Vclno[f Coll_h]s Bomch_mm A]ncpcns‛, h[g_fs l_]_cpcha 

VCs for the financial purpose of transmitting such VCs, storing/holding VCs on behalf of 

third parties, buying and selling VCs as a customer business, exchanging VCs as a customer 

business and controlling, administering or issuing a VC156, exempting persons who solely 

oncfcm_ VCm `il nb_ ‚jol]b[m_ il m[f_ i` aii^m il m_lpc]_m il `il chp_mng_hn joljim_m‛157. The 

n_lg ‚Vclno[f Coll_h]c_m‛ b[m \__h \li[^fs ^_`ch_^ [m ‚[hs nsj_ i` ^cacn[f ohcn nb[n cm om_^ [m 

[ g_^cog i` _r]b[ha_ il [ `ilg i` ^cacn[ffs mnil_^ p[fo_‛158, excluding VCs that cannot be 

converted into FCs.  

Amid several requirements such as capital requirements, compliance policies, and customer 

assets protection systems, the BitLicense provides for record-keeping procedures too. 

Licensees are required to, inter alia, keep records of each and every transaction, including 

information about the amount, date, time, description of the transactions as well as the 

names, physical addresses, account numbers of the parties to the transaction that are 

customers or accountholders of the licensee, and, if practicable, of the parties who are not 

such customers or accountholders159. This would ensure the transparency of the transaction 

as well as that of the parties to the transaction, hence removing the pseudonymity normally 

associated with BTC/VC transactions. The records need to be kept for a minimum period of 

seven years, and have to be made immediately available for access by the Financial 

Department upon request160. 
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Perhaps the most interesting part of the proposed regulations is Section 200.15, which 

concerns the AML program that the Licensee has to keep in place. Firstly, the Licensee has to 

conduct an initial and, thereafter, annual risk assessment to consider potential money 

laundering threats associated with its activities, customers and geographic location161. 

Secondly, internal controls, policies and procedures have to be enacted by the licensee to 

ensure conformity with AML regulations and training has to be provided to all of the 

personnel of the licensee regarding their AML obligations. Transactions exceeding $10,000 

in one day by one person as well as suspicious transactions have to be immediately reported 

to the Financial Department162, and every customer or account holder must be identified 

appropriately163; identification is required for every transaction of $3,000 or more. Another 

chnlcaocha jlipcmcih mn[n_m nb[n ‚_[]b Lc]_hm__ mb[ll have in place appropriate policies and 

procedures to block or reject specific or impermissible transactions that violate federal or 

mn[n_ f[qm, lof_m, il l_aof[ncihm‛164. 

The BitLicense merits an analysis, starting from the last-mentioned provision regarding the 

blocking or rejection of transactions. In essence, this would mean that the transactions 

requested by the customers or account holders would not take place in real-time, ergo when 

they submit the request, but would take place when and if the licensee approves the 

transaction and transmits it itself. This has several implications; first of all, this would slightly 

negate the near-instantaneous transactions for which VCs are renowned, depending on the 

transaction processing time of the licensee. Secondly, this would help deter illicit or 

suspicious activity as transactions are screened before approval. Overall, this is a welcome 

provision which would greatly alleviate one of the headaches of BTC/VC transactions.  

The fc]_hmcha ]imnm [l_, ch nb_ [onbil’s opinion, too high and would discourage 

entrepreneurs from adopting BTC or other VCs for their businesses, especially the smaller 

ones. For a technology which is still in its infancy and which would benefit from all the 

research and practical application that it can get at this stage, the licensing costs should be 

kept at a minimum. The costs have also been criticised by BTC advocates such as Circle and 
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Ripple Labs, and a petition has been initiated to further revise such amendments to render 

them more startup-friendly165.  

Finally, it is inadvisable to include the issuers/administrators of VCs and VC-to-VC exchanges 

within the ambit of any regulations for now. First of all, with regard to the former entities, 

the use of VCs in transactions would still be regulated vis-à-vis exchanges, wallet services 

providers and other businesses and therefore the regulation of issuers/administrators of VCs 

would be superfluous. With regard to both such issuers/administrators and VC-to-VC 

exchanges, regulation would simply serve to hamper innovation and technological 

developments as both regulation and compliance costs would dissuade persons from 

developing newer technologies or novel VC trading mechanisms. As long as the gateways 

between FCs and VCs are adequately protected against money laundering possibilities, one 

should not worry about any inherent problems which VCs by themselves might pose, 

especially at such an early stage where BTC adoption is still very low, let alone adoption of 

other VCs.  

 

3.3 – OPINIONS AND RESEARCH PAPERS ON HOW BITCOIN 

MAY AFFECT THE AML REGIME 

 

3.3.1 - FATF Paper on BTC and other Virtual Currencies 

In June, 2014, FATF issued a research paper on VCs, analysing the potential risks for money 

laundering and funding of terrorism166. The document was not focused solely on BTC, and 

analysed past incidents concerning VCs in money laundering cases.  

In the paper, the FATF declared that ‚^_]_hnl[fcm_^ msmn_gm [l_ j[lnc]of[lfs pofh_l[\f_ ni 

anonymity risks‛167, citing the fact that there is no central authority to direct the VC and 
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picking BTC as an example to show how a pseudonymous VC may hinder investigative 

authorities. However, the author does not agree with this conclusion drawn by the FATF. 

Suffice it to say that centralised VCs may pose a greater threat to AML policies than 

decentralised VCs, as the notion of a central authority in control of the distribution and 

administration of the currency may be subject to less transparency and external supervision, 

especially if the VC has been specifically created to cater for money laundering, as was the 

case for the Liberty Reserve Dollar which shall be discussed in Chapter 3.5.2. Furthermore, as 

has already been stressed over and over again, transactions are transparent and publicly 

available, with no possibility of ancillary problems such as the manipulation of the public 

ledger and administrative mismanagement, unlike centralised VCs. It is simply a question of 

introducing a novel way i` ]f[mmc`scha [h^ moj_lpcmcha ‘]f_[h’ nl[hm[]ncihm [h^ ‘^clns’ 

transactions, coupled with the application of KYC procedures; a suggestion on how this can 

be done shall be presented in Chapter 4.  

The FATF also listed the global reach of VCs as another threat to AML168. In nb_ [onbil’m 

ijchcih, nbcm cm [ech ni ^cm]l_^cncha qb[n cm jimmc\fs ih_ i` nb_ VCm’ f[la_mn [^p[hn[a_s, ergo 

the possibility of a near-instantaneous global transaction with low fees, especially for micro-

payments which are exorbitantly charged when using other traditional forms of payment 

such as PayPal. It is part of human nature to convert a beneficial object to wrongful uses, and 

ultimately it becomes a case of whether the beneficial side outweighs the wrongful one. 

Moreover, this can also be treated as a wake-up call for regulatory entities worldwide to 

work on an overhaul of the AML system, focusing particularly on global cooperation. The 

mere threat of a blacklist has not sufficiently worked, as countries with a defective economic 

and banking sector who adopt recognised AML policies evade the watchful eye of the FATF 

and yet are still rotten underneath, and ripe for abuse from money launderers. The lack of a 

cohesive framework of regulation should not impede BTC and other VCs from flourishing; 

rather, it should serve as an incentive to consider such emerging technologies more 

seriously.  
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3.3.2 - EBA Opinion on Virtual Currencies 

Shortly after the FATF issued their opinion on VCs, the EBA (European Banking Authority) 

published a more detailed opinion on VCs, highlighting the individual merits and 

disadvantages of VCs169. Some of the points iterated are either superfluous to the subject of 

the thesis il c^_hnc][f ni nbim_ i` nb_ FATF’m, [h^ b_h]_ qcff hin \_ l_j_[n_^ b_l_. 

The EBA called for an inclusion of VC-fiat _r]b[ha_m ihni nb_ fcmn i` ‘i\fca_^ _hncnc_m’ qbc]b 

are subject to KYC requirements and other AML regulations170. The 3MLD only provides for 

such entities in a generic manner, requiring any business dealing in cash transactions of over 

€15,000 ni j_l`ilg nbe required CDD tests; exchangers more often than not deal in 

amounts less than that stipulated, and hence fall outside the scope of the 3MLD. This has not 

been amended so far in the upcoming 4MLD either. However, even if such an amendment 

were to be made, a problem would still potentially remain as exclusively VC-VC exchanges 

as was Mintpal would remain outside the scope of the Directives, as such exchanges do not 

deal in cash or FCs. In order for such exchanges to be considered for inclusion in the future, 

the first and foremost hurdle to be surmounted is to determine the exact status of VCs, 

whether they are to be treated as a legal tender or otherwise, and so on, which questions are 

beyond the scope of the thesis.  

The EBA conceded that a complete overhaul of the existing legal framework is not necessary, 

[m ‚VC m]b_g_m n_h^ ni b[p_ jlij_lnc_m nb[n [l_ p_ls mcgcf[l ni nbim_ jlipc^_^ \s 

]ihp_hncih[f j[sg_hn m_lpc]_ jlipc^_lm, [m l_aof[n_^ [h^ moj_lpcm_^ \s nb_ EBA‛171; this 

does not mean that the current laws are sufficient, as already demonstrated, but neither 

should it present an insurmountable obstacle to law-makers as long as there is a sufficient 

understanding of what VCs metaphorically bring to the table. The EBA also stressed the fact 

that VCs are not electronic money, since it does not tally to the definition provided in the 

Electronic Money Directive172 [h^ ‚^i_m not have a fixed value in a FC‛173, therefore falling 
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outside the scope of such a Directive as well. Moreover, VCs are not recognised as legal 

tender in any Member State. 

Moving on to the risks posed by VCs in the AML area, similar risks to those cited by the FATF 

were presented, with anonymity and the global reach of transactions being the paramount 

perceived risks; these risks have already been segmented and analysed in the preceding 

m_]ncih ih nb_ FATF’m ijchcih. Onb_l lcmem, mo]b [m nb_ om[a_ i` VCm ni bc^_ nb_ ilcachm i` 

criminal proceeds and the manipulation of market participants174, are already risks which are 

inherent in traditional payment systems. One other risk which is worth mentioning is the 

possibility of the creation of a VC by criminals solely for money laundering and other illicit 

purposes, which would hence focus on desirable features such as complete anonymity; 

however, this is not pertinent to BTC as it is decentralised.  

Overall, most of the risks iterated in the EBA opinion are either risks which are shared with 

those inherent in traditional payment systems or risks which can only be overcome through 

new regulation and international judiciary cooperation, such as the freezing and seizure of 

^cacn[f q[ff_nm. Onb_l ‘lcmem’ such as the possibility of a regulatory failure in this regard175 can 

certainly be avoided through information and consultation with interested parties.  The EBA 

stressed on the importance of CDD procedures such as:  

‚nhe collection and verification of basic identity information; matching names 

[a[chmn fcmnm i` ehiqh j[lnc_m (mo]b [m ‘jifcnc][ffs _rjim_^ j_lmihm’); ^_n_lgchcha nb_ 

customer's risk in terms of likeliness to commit money laundering, terrorist finance or 

identity theft; and monitoring a customer's transactions against their expected 

behaviour and recorded profile, as well as that of the customer's peers.‛176 

Ideally, this should also apply to VC-VC exchanges as well in order not to leave an obvious 

loophole in the system. The author does not agree with the EBA which discouraged credit 

institutions, payment institutions, and e-money institutions from buying, holding or selling 
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VCs, as it is too much of a draconian measul_, _p_h c` qcnb nb_ chn_hn i` ‘mbc_f^cha’ regulated 

financial services from VCs177. 

The EBA concluded its Opinion by once again stating that international cooperation is a 

must in this area, additionally asking whether such proposed measures can sufficiently be 

obtained by the MS alone or whether it should be achieved at an EU level. In nb_ [onbil’m 

opinion, in order to strive for true international cooperation, one should aim for 

homogeneity in the law, while at the same time catering for the needs of each State; 

therefore the best regulatory tool would be a Directive. A Regulation would be too stringent 

and would risk running counter to certain fundamental provisions in the laws of individual 

MS, while a Directive would ensure harmonisation in the important areas, such as AML 

issues, while leaving certain details in the hands of the MS.  

3.3.3 - ECB Analysis on Virtual Currencies 

The ECB (European Central Bank) had issued a preliminary analysis on BTC and other VCs in 

October 2012178, wherein it treated VCs as a form of money and cautioned financial and 

credit institutions about their use and adoption, stating that they were completely 

unregulated and basically terra incognita. Earlier on this year, the ECB issued an updated 

analysis179 due to the various developments which had taken place in the past few years, 

especially since several EU States have taken timid steps towards regulating BTC and other 

VCs.  

The ECB made it a point in this recent analysis that BTC and other VCs are not, in actual fact, 

]oll_h]c_m []]il^cha ni nb_ ECB’m mn[h^[l^m. N_cnb_l ][h nb_s f_a[ffs \_ l_a[l^_^ [m mo]b, 

mainly as they are not recognised as legal tender anywhere in the world and are not issued 

by any central bank, credit institution or e-money institution180. However, the ECB did 

]ih]_^_ nb[n ‚qcnbch nb_cl om_l ]iggohcns, pclno[f ]oll_h]c_m l_m_g\f_ gih_s‛181. This 

seems to imply that VCs are not regarded as money simply because they have not yet been 
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endorsed by any State and/or because their usage is still too low to merit proper recognition 

as such.  

The ECB conceded that BTC does present a revolution in payment system methods, and has 

very important attributes such as the possibility of open-source development of the 

software, which means that new projects can be initiated if the majority of contributors 

agree on the proposition, as well as the fact that the network is supported by a multitude of 

individuals, ergo the miners, instead of a centralised single entity, offering better security 

and more resistance to attacks on the network182.  

Several issues were raised by the ECB and flagged as problems: these included the alleged 

lack of transparency in the information provided to the user on the workings of BTC and 

other VCs, the need for an IT background in order to transact in BTC, lack of regulation and 

pseudonymity183; however, the author humbly submits that such problems are 

overdramatised. Tb_l_ [l_ BTC ‘fcabn’ wallets which can be downloaded and installed as any 

other simple PC program, and which certainly do not require a profound knowledge of IT. 

The workings of BTC can be sufficiently and easily explained to those who are merely 

interested in sending and receiving money, while the current lack of regulation can be solely 

attributed to legislators taking an overly-wary approach vis-à-vis VCs. Finally, the alleged 

problem of pseudonymity can easily be countered by a proper set of regulations applying 

KYC and CDD to BTC businesses and service providers, as shall be seen in Chapter 4.3.3. The 

ECB also mentioned the problem of inter-jurisdictional laws and regulations which differ 

especially in the AML sphere, but this is a problem which also afflicts traditional payment 

system methods. Ih nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih, nhe only true problems of BTC are the current 

volatility in price and the rate of adoption, both of which are interlinked.  

The ECB finally affirmed that several changes had taken place since its first analysis, namely 

that some form of regulation had started taking place in EU Member States such as Germany 

and Sweden, [m q_ff [m ]ih`clgcha nb[n VCm [l_ hin gih_s, [h^ ^_`ch_^ nb_g [m ‚[ ^cacn[f 

representation of value, not issued by a central bank, credit institution or e-money 

chmncnoncih, qbc]b, ch mig_ ]cl]ogmn[h]_m, ][h \_ om_^ [m [h [fn_lh[ncp_ ni gih_s‛184. It 
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_rjl_mm_^ ^cm[jjichng_hn [n Eolij_[h f_acmf[nilm `il hin `iffiqcha nb_ EBA’m 

recommendation that VC exchanges become obliged entities in the PMLD4185, especially 

mch]_ nb_ ECB \_fc_p_m nb[n ‚[h ch]l_[m_ ch nb_ om[a_ i` VCm cm ]ih]_cp[\f_‛186. On the whole, 

the ECB retained its cautious approach, but it still considers VCs to be of worthy importance, 

especially if they develop and move out of the early/beta stage.  

 

3.4 - JURISPRUDENCE ON BTC VIS-À-VIS MONEY 

LAUNDERING PRACTICES 

 

3.4.1 – The Silk Road Case  

The first large-scale money laundering case involving BTC is the notorious Silk Road (SR) 

case187, which is still sub-judice. The facts are briefly as follows: Ross William Ulbricht, who 

om_^ nb_ hc]eh[g_ ‚Dl_[^ Pcl[n_ Ri\_lnm‛ ih nb_ Scfeli[^ q_\mcn_, cm ]oll_hnfs oh^_laicha 

trial and is accused for running, operating and administering the said SR website which was 

an underground e-commerce marketplace for illicit drugs and other substances, as well as 

malicious hacking software, forged documents such as licenses and passports, and assassin-

hiring services, among other items188. An interested party could only access SR through the 

Til \liqm_l \s chjonncha [ mj_]c`c] ‚Ohcih‛ URL [^^l_mm, b_h]_ ch]l_[mcha nb_ [hihsgcns i` 

the users accessing the website as the Tor browser hides the IP addresses of its users. SR 

accounts could easily be created and required no user identity verification, and registered 

SR members rarely divulged information about themselves.  

An extra layer of anonymity was added through the use of BTC; transactions could only be 

done via BTC, to the extent that even the SR employees were paid in BTC189. Users had to 

deposit BTC into their SR account and then transact with the sellers; in order to exchange 
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their BTC back into FC, such BTC had to be withdrawn and exchanged via a BTC-fiat 

exchange. Albeit charging high commission rates ranging from 8 to 15%190, SR proved to be 

popular with drug dealers and other criminals, as the transactions were faster and safer than 

if they were to be conducted via other online payment systems.  

As mentioned, Ulbricht was the alleged owner and administrator of the SR website, and one 

i` nb_ ]b[la_m q[m nb[n i` ‚gih_s f[oh^_lcha ]ihmjcl[]s‛ [h^ f[oh^_lcha i` jli]__^m `lig 

criminal activity, as stipulated under Title 18 of the U.S. Code of Crimes and Criminal 

Procedure191. The criminal complaint specifically additionally stipulated that Ulbricht 

facilitated the laundering of the proceeds of sales through the use of BTC, which was, 

j_lb[jm _llih_iomfs, ^_m]lc\_^ [m [h ‚[hihsgiom `ilg i` ^cacn[f ]oll_h]s192‛. Folnb_lgil_, 

privileged vendors on the SR website could only be accessed by typing in their personal 

address and accessing their page directly, adding yet another layer of protection.  

An interesting point to note is that Ulbricht almi [ff_a_^fs cgjf_g_hn_^ [ BTC ‘nog\f_l’ to 

the SR payment system, which mixed the addresses of the incoming and outgoing 

transactions with those of dummy transactions, hence making it very difficult to trace 

transactions back to their respective owners193. It is worth elaborating on this point as first of 

all, it shows that the implementation of a tumbler shows a specific and unequivocal intent to 

facilitate the laundering of criminal proceeds as it adds a thick layer of anonymity. Secondly, 

the addition of a tumbler is a feature extraneous to BTC; BTC is pseudonymous in nature, 

while a tumbler is specifically made to be anonymous. Much as wearing a glove hides 

fingerprints on a physical cash note, a tumbler hides the provenance of a BTC transaction, 

alb_cn hin ch [ nin[f g[hh_l [m [ ‘nog\f_^’ transaction can be traced back to the address of 

origin194. This shows that BTC is only as anonymous as the user wants it to be, much like 

transactions in FCs.  
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In fact, Christopher Tarbell195 noted that BTC is not intrinsically illegal and has its own 

legitimate uses. Tarbell also explained that the SR website was acting as a BTC bank to its 

om_lm, qbi ^_jimcn_^ nb_cl BTC chni []]iohnm mnil_^ ihni nb_ q_\mcn_’m m_lp_lm [h^ oncfcm_^ 

addresses which were unique to their accounts196. This point begs the question – what if a 

bank aimed to provide legitimate services to its users? Could it reach the same level of 

adoption as that of the SR website? The author is of the opinion that not only is that possible, 

but it should be the way forward for banks in order to stay on the forefront of technology 

and pave the way for BTC to become mainstream. The banks would retain their function as 

reporters for AML purposes, and would also have additional security should there ever be 

financial and economic problems in the FCs sphere.  

Tb_ chcnc[f _pc^_h]_ a[nb_l_^ ni fche Uf\lc]bn ni nb_ ‚DPR‛ gihce_l mbiqm nb[n _p_h nbioab 

one may use an extensive range of anonymity tools and precautions, a single mistake allows 

chp_mnca[nilm ni nl[]e nb_ j_lj_nl[nil. Ih Uf\lc]bn’m ][m_, nb_ `[n[f gcmnake was the use of his 

personal ‘gmail’197 []]iohn ni l_acmn_l [h [fc[m h[g_^ ‚[fnic^‛ ni jligin_ nb_ SR q_\mcn_ ih 

several online forums and to recruit IT professionals for the same website. Although further 

evidence still needs to be presented during the course of the case, such a small mistake may 

well prove to be his undoing. Unless a criminal is scrupulously attentive in his methods, 

faring on the Internet rarely results in complete anonymity, especially since most activities 

on the Internet remain stored permanently in one form or another198. 

During the initial stage of the proceedings, Ulbricht admitted to creating the SR website, 

\on ‚]f[cg_^ b_ b[h^_^ ip_l ]ihnlif i` cn ni mig_ih_ qbi q_hn \s nb_ b[h^f_ Dl_[^ Pcl[n_ 

Roberts‛199. However, former FBI agent Ilhwan Yum testified against Ulbricht and stated that 

the FBI had traced $13.4 million worth of BTC to Ulbricht's laptop in what he termed "direct, 
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one-to-ih_ nl[hm`_lm‛; Yog `olnb_l n_mnc`c_^ nb[n BTC cm hin ohnl[]_[\f_ il [hihsgiom \s 

default200, which is in line with what has been stated earlier on in this chapter.  

The salient effects of the SR incident on BTC ironically proved to be good publicity and a 

spike in BTC adoption by new users who heard of BTC for the first time through the media. 

However, a worrying indirect effect is that any person interested in creating a copy of SR is 

now well informed of any potential pitfalls, thus increasing the necessity of BTC-specific 

regulations so as to further push BTC into the mainstream sphere201.   

3.4.2 - Senate Committee on the Silk Road Incident 

In the wake of the Silk Road scandal, a Senate Committee hearing was held in order to 

evaluate the bigger picture of BTC202, with several representatives of relevant areas ranging 

from BTC businesses to law enforcement officers expressing their informed views on the 

matter. 

Jeremy Allaire - CEO of Circle 

BTC advocates such as Jeremy Allaire203 held that BTC is the way forward in electronic 

payments and money transfers, and presents far less of a problem in money laundering than 

cash systems, which are also very costly to operate204. Allaire called for regulation in this area 

as a lack thereof could lead to widespread abuse and wiof^ n[chn BTC’m ilcach[ffs chn_h^_^ 

purpose of a global currency205.  

Ernie Allen - President of The International Centre for Missing and Exploited Children 

Other more sceptical commentators such as Ernie Allen stated that BTC might prove to be a 

viable means of transacting for criminals due to its unbanked and unregulated nature, and 

quoted the FBI which said:  
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‚Since Bitcoin does not have a centralized authority, law enforcement faces 

difficulties detecting suspicious activity, identifying users, and obtaining transaction 

records – problems that might attract malicious actors to Bitcoin. Bitcoin might also 

logically attract money launderers and other criminals who avoid traditional financial 

systems by using the internet to conduct global money transfers‛206.  

Furthermore, technologies such as the Tor Browser and coin-mixing services further helped 

criminals to the detriment of law enforcers.  

Jerry Brito - Senior Research Fellow at the Mercatus Center of George Mason University 

An interesting argument presented by Jerry Brito during the hearing of the Committee is 

that BTC, as a decentralised VC, can never be as useful for money launderers as a centralised 

VC. Blcni om_^ nb_ VC ][ff_^ ‚Lc\_lns Diff[l‛ [m [h _r[gjf_, qbc]b q[m om_^ ch nb_ gc^-

2000s to launder more than $6 billion in proceeds of several crimes which included credit 

card fraud, child pornography, identity theft and more, stating that it was the payment 

msmn_g i` ]bic]_ `il ]lcgch[fm \_][om_ ‚cn q[m ^_mcah_^ [h^ g[h[a_^ \s cnm ]l_[nilm ni [picd 

‚ehiq siol ]omnig_l‛ [h^ l_jilncha lof_m [h^ ni _p[^_ mo\ji_h[‛207, unlike BTC where the 

transactions are all publicly available.  

Brito continued by comparing BTC to cash. While cash can be completely anonymous, BTC is 

pseudonymous by nature; those seeking to cover their tracks would have to use the 

aforementioned tools such as Tor, and even then such methods are not completely fool-

proof as mistakes occur and linking an IP address to an account on a BTC exchange is a 

l_f[ncp_fs _[ms q[s ni ]ih`clg [ j_lmih’m c^_hncns208. Brito concluded his analysis by advising 

the U.S. Senate on the dangers of overregulation, stating that such overregulation would 

simply push BTC towards illegality rather than destroy it209, and criminals would still be able 

to buy BTC in cash even if the exchanges were to shut down, much as they were bought prior 

to hitting the limelight.  This point was accentuated with a very accurate statement:  

‚The governmental interests in detecting and preventing money laundering and 

terrorist financing would be better advanced, not by prohibiting the technology, but 
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by requiring intermediaries to keep records and report suspicious activities, just as 

traditional financial institutions do. Again, restricting the use of Bitcoin will only 

_hmol_ nb[n ]lcgch[fm [fih_ qcff om_ nb_ n_]bhifias‛210. 

Jennifer Shasky Calvery - Director of the U.S. Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 

Calvery highlighted what makes BTC an attractive proposition for money launderers. The 

main points were relative anonymity, low transaction fees, global reach, security, 

irrevocability of the transactions, a lack of a central authority to report on suspicious activity 

and a lack of regulation worldwide211. The last one is merely a matter of proactivity, or at 

best, reaction on part of legislative authorities to implement specific laws regulating BTC; 

C[fp_ls b_lm_f` [^gcnn_^ nb[n ‚virtual currency is not different from other financial products 

[h^ m_lpc]_m ch nbcm l_a[l^‛212. 

The other points raised merit a short analysis. When compared to cash, such problems pale 

in comparison; BTC cannot rival cash in anonymity, and merely matches it in irrevocability. 

Although BTC transactions are relatively secure, it is a moot point as security depends on the 

diligence of the user rather than the protocol per se. The lack of a central reporting 

authority is a frivolous problem at best, as the availability of the public ledger allows anyone 

to report suspicious transactions and introduces an element of transparency which wrong-

doers are likely to avoid. Low transaction fees and global reach are the only two elements 

which might attract criminals, but such advantages are outweighed by the lack of outright 

anonymity in BTC. Calvery also explained that BTC has yet to gain any significant traction 

with money launderers, as a very conservative estimate of the amount of money laundered in 

2009 showed it to be circa $1.6 trillion in U.S. Dollars213; BTC’m g[le_n ][j [m i` nb_ ncg_ i` 

writing is a bit over $3 billion214.  

Keeping in mind the fact that the amount quoted for laundered money is in U.S. Dollars and 

^i_m hin ch]fo^_ inb_l ]oll_h]c_m, [h^ nb_ `[]n nb[n BTC’m g[le_n ][j ch]fo^_m f_acncg[te 
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transactions, it is obvious that BTC presents no current significant threat in money 

laundering. Indeed, the author is of the opinion that the current trend of an increase in BTC 

adoption by marketers as highlighted earlier on together with the downshift in the market 

cap may indicate the possibility that money launderers are abandoning BTC as a means of 

laundering, leaviha \_bch^ f_acncg[n_ om_lm [h^ ‘]f_[h’ transactions.  

Patrick Murck, General Counsel to the Bitcoin Foundation 

Murck pinpointed a very interesting view on how BTC differs from other currencies. While 

f[q _h`il]_g_hn chp_mnca[ncihm ih ]oll_hn j[sg_hn msmn_gm `iffiq [ ‚j_lmih ehiqh, 

nl[hm[]ncihm ohehiqh‛ j[nn_lh, BTC qiof^ h_]_mmcn[n_ [ ‚j_lmih ohehiqh, nl[hm[]ncihm 

known‛ [jjli[]b215. While coin-mixing services and anonymity tools can hinder 

investigative authorities, it is by no means impossible to track down a particular user, 

especially if exchanges follow KYC requirements and in turn become additional reporting 

authoritc_m. Ih^__^, Mol]e m[c^ nb[n ‚nb_ \fi]e ]b[ch g[s \_ mi l_p_[fcha nb[n nb_ jli\f_g 

with Bitcoin is the difficulty law-abiding people have maintaining privacy‛216. What would 

be truly harmful to legitimate users would be an unreasonable antipathy towards BTC, as 

happened in some States which issued cease-and-desist letters and subpoenas to known BTC 

users and businesses without valid reasons217. 

Mythili Raman, Acting Assist Attorney General in the Criminal Division of the U.S. Department 

of Justice 

Raman reiterated the issues raised by Calvery as to what makes BTC attractive to criminals, 

and went on to say the following:  

‚[ ]ihp_lnc\f_ pclno[f ]oll_h]s qcnb [jjlijlc[n_ [hnc-money laundering and know-

your-customer controls, as required by U.S. law, can safeguard its system from 

exploitation by criminals and terrorists in the same way any other money services 

business could.‛218  
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Raman added that the usage of VCs in furtherance of criminal activities such as drug 

trafficking, child exploitation and arms running would fall under current criminal law 

statutes and hence no radical regulatory overhaul is required219. 

The biggest problem according to Raman is the amalgamation of a global regulatory 

framework to curb abuse in BTC and other VCs220. The classic scenario depicting such a 

problem would be a BTC transaction originating in a regulated jurisdiction to a non-

regulated jurisdiction. In FCs transactions, this is curbed through the use of blacklists; a 

similar approach is recommendable for BTC transactions. Raman noted that the lack of 

centralised overseeing authorities can hinder the full effectiveness of such a solution; 

however, supervisory authorities may and are encouraged to embark on a transnational 

cooperation exercise to mitigate and potentially cancel the problem of the absence of a 

central overseeing authority221.  

Apart from commenting on the lack of a homogenous set of regulations on BTC, Raman 

opined:  

‚Even if the system at issue operates in a country with effective regulation and a 

cooperative relationship with the United States, the legal process for obtaining 

foreign records is relatively slow when compared to the near-instantaneous speed at 

which the virtual currency user can send the funds to another jurisdiction.‛222  

While acknowledging that this is a problem which requires a much greater effort in 

international cooperation, it is also a problem which plagues traditional payments systems. 

The same applies to another issue raised by Raman, which is the difficulty in the seizure and 

forfeiture of digital wallenm iqh_^ \s ]lcgch[f momj_]nm; ‘dirts’ physical cash often proves to 

be difficult to seize unless it is placed in a bank account, and likewise, BTC is only relatively 

easy to seize if it is placed in an exchange or online wallet. Therefore, the fact that BTC and 

FCs share some of the same deficiencies does not remove any of the merits which BTC has. 

Rather, it should push legislators towards a solution since such deficiencies are shared across 

the board and are not specific to any particular currency, whether fiat or virtual.  
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3.4.3 - Robert M. Faiella and Charlie Shrem Case223 

The seizure and closing down of the SR website has laid bare the underground network of 

customers and service providers, with one such service provider being Robert M. Faiella who, 

along with renowned BTC pioneer Charlie Shrem, were recently convicted for offering 

exchange services for money laundering purposes224. Faiella operated an exchange service 

on the SR website, adopting the mohce_l ‚BTCKcha‛, qb_l_ ]omnig_lm qiof^ jf[]_ [h il^_l 

for BTC and have it placed into their SR account against a fee. Faiella in turn used the 

services offered by BitInstant, a company partly owned by Shrem, in order to process the 

deposits paid by the customers in FC as BitInstant offered a fast fund-transfer service to BTC 

exchanges. Shrem, through a third-j[lns ][mb jli]_mmil, m_hn nb_ gih_s ni F[c_ff[’m []]iohn 

on a third-party BTC exchange, where in turn Faiella would exchange the cash into BTC and 

sen^ cn ni nb_ ]omnig_lm’ SR []]iohnm.  

BitInstant was a registered money services business and hence was obliged to comply with 

AML l_kocl_g_hnm. Sbl_g q[m nb_ ]igj[hs’m ‚AML Plial[g Cigjfc[h]_ O``c]_l‛225 and 

was responsible for, inter alia, carrying out KYC and CDD procedures and reporting 

suspicious transactions by customers who would conduct frequent or large transactions in 

excess of $3000226. Shrem initially threatened to ban Faiella, but later cooperated with 

Faiella and even instructed him on how to evade the deposit restrictions imposed by the 

third-party cash processor, striking a long-term business with him and offering discounts on 

large orders while knowing fully well that Faiella was operating an underground BTC 

exchange service on the SR website 227. The identities i` F[c_ff[’m ]omnig_lm qere never 

verified or looked into by Shrem, hence failing in his role as a Compliance Officer. In total, 

Sbl_g b_fj_^ F[c_ff[ gip_ ip_l $1 gcffcih nblioab BcnIhmn[hn’m msmn_g ch `off ehiqf_^a_ i` 

F[c_ff[’m cffc]cn chnents228. Faiella was later identified by the investigative authorities after he 
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started utilising his personal bank account for transfers by customers, after Shrem 

terminated his business relationship with Faiella229.  

Two main points of interest can be derived from this case. Firstly, this was a clear example of 

how a BTC service provider should not be operated, and that AML compliance is paramount 

to operating a legal business. Shrem actively sought to circumvent the AML requirements of 

his company and indeed, after the business ties with Faiella were severed, the latter was 

exposed to identification by the investigative authorities as he had to use a bank account 

opened in his own name and tied solely with him, illustrating how AML policies may prove to 

be efficient when exchanges between BTC and FC are involved. Secondly, Gary Alford230 in 

his deposition departed slightly from the adjectives describing BTC in the SR case and did 

hin om_ nb_ qil^ ‚[hihsgiom‛ pcm-à-vis BTC, stressing the fact that BTC has legitimate 

uses231. Once again, it has been shown that BTC is not inherently illegal and with the correct 

regulation and measures by service providers, it is suitable for transactions in line with AML 

requirements; BitInstant was in line with AML requirements and it was only via the personal 

misconduct of Shrem that the illicit transfer of funds was possible, and in fact Shrem was 

prosecuted against in his own personal capacity and not of the compans’m il nb_ inb_l 

directors.     

3.5 - OTHER CASES WHICH CONCERNED VCS AND MONEY 

LAUNDERING 

 

3.5.1 - E-Gold232 

E-Gif^ (EG) q[m nion_^ [m [ ‚^cacn[f ]oll_h]s‛ l[nb_l nb[h [ ‚pclno[f ]oll_h]s‛, \on `il [ff 

intents and purposes, it was operated in similar fashion to a centralised VC. The main 

difference was that EG served as a digital representation of gold and was a currency backed 
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up by gold, with the price fluctuating according to the value of gold. It was classified as a 

‚gih_s nl[hmgcnncha \omch_mm‛ [h^ nb_l_`il_ h_]_mmcn[n_^ nb_ cgjf_g_hnation of an AML 

program which included ‚nb_ ^_p_fijg_hn i` chn_lh[f jifc]c_m, jli]_^ol_m, [h^ ]ihnlifm; nb_ 

designation of a compliance officer; an ongoing employee training program; and an 

ch^_j_h^_hn [o^cn `oh]ncih ni n_mn jlial[gm‛233, requirements which were clearly not 

followed by the EG administration.  

The only requirement to open an EG account was a valid e-mail address, with other required 

information such as name and surname not being subject to ulterior verifications. EG did not 

include any statement in its Terms and Conditions prohc\cncha nb_ om_ i` ‚_-aif^‛ `il 

criminal activity234. Such criminal activity included child exploitation, wire fraud and access 

device fraud. Moreover, EG employees never received any training and had no background 

in financial matters; both the defendants and the employees were aware that certain 

accounts were being used for illicit purposes, and no action was taken to block such 

accounts. On the contrary EG protected these criminals and messaged victims of fraud 

chmnlo]ncha nb_g ni ‚_^o][n_ nb_gm_fp_m [\ion ihfch_ `l[o^‛. Oh inb_l i]][mcihm, EG 

imposed restrictions on certain accounts, while still allowing withdrawals from such 

accounts; conversely, EG sometimes requested the operators of illicit accounts to sign a 

waiver stating that they were not affiliates of EG and then allowed the normal operation of 

such accounts235. The defendants were found guilty of the charges against them. 

In an interview subsequent to the conviction, EG owner Douglas Jackson stated that he was 

unaware that his website was being used for such purposes, and committed himself to 

recreating EG in full compliance with AML law, including measures such as proper KYC on 

new and existing accounts, transaction limits on existing unverified accounts, and blocking 

accounts originating from high-risk countries such as Nigeria and Russia236. Such 

requirements should have been in place from the start, and are requirements that are 

obligatory for any legitimate VC business.  
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Although EG was not, by any means, an inherently anonymous currency designed for 

criminals, subsequent measures undertaken by the persons administering the currency 

rendered it as such, proof that a centralised VC may result as a higher-risk threat than a 

decentralised VC openly subject to checks and supervision by any person with access to the 

publicly-available blockchain. Furthermore, exchanges and other VC businesses with the 

required KYC and CDD procedures in place would help to largely mitigate abuse while still 

retaining the most desirable features of VCs.  

3.5.2 – Liberty Reserve237 

While EG was not designed from the get-go as a website specifically offering money-

laundering services, Liberty Reserve (LR) was created for the primary purpose of helping 

criminals transfer and launder proceeds from criminal activities in an anonymous manner; it 

was intentionally created for such a purpose238. Previously, the defendants had operated an 

EG exchange, and Arthur Budovsky had been convicted for operating an unlicensed money 

transmitting business. What is interesting about the LR case is the modus operandi of the 

jlim_]onilm ch _hmolcha nb[n nb_ ^_`_h^[hnm’ [mm_nm q_l_ m_ct_^, mch]_ LR q[m [ ]_hnl[fcm_^ 

virtual currency and therefore what has been applied vis-à-vis the defendants in the LR case 

may also be applicable to future cases involving BTC or other VCs.  

The bank accounts which held FCs were targeted with a post-indictment warrant in order to 

be forfeited in favour of the U.S. government239.  Moreover, the domain names of websites 

involved in the operation of the LR website and affiliated exchanges were targeted with a 

warrant of seizure as well. The latter moves into the virtual domain, and signifies an 

important step towards ensuring that the virtual domain is properly regulated. Indeed, the 

agents working on the investigation of the LR ][m_ ‚[fmi _r_]on_^ ih_ i` nb_ `clmn-ever 

"cloud" -based search warrants, directed to a service provider used to process Liberty 
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R_m_lp_'m Ihn_lh_n nl[``c]‛240. This shows that the investigating authorities can and do have 

access to the virtual domain and that the lack of physicality present in BTC should not serve 

as an impediment when investigating similar crimes where BTC is involved.  

The prosecutors also sought an injunction against Amazon Web Services in furtherance of 

their proposed seizure of the LibertyReserve.com domain name, among other domain 

names. This was don_ [m [ ^ig[ch h[g_ cm mcgjfs [ ‘jo\fc] [^^l_mm’ in lieu of the real IP 

address of the website; without such an injunction, the LR operators could still find the IP 

address of the LR website without the domain name and potentially withdraw funds from 

it241.   

LR operators added several layers of anonymity to transactions on the LR website. One such 

measure included the prohibition of users to add/withdraw funds to/from their LR accounts 

directly; instead, users had to use approved exchanges on which they could buy the LR 

currency using FC and then transfer it to their account on the LR website242, and therefore 

the exchanges played an integral role in the operation of the LR currency. Moreover, users 

could hide their own LR account numbers when transferring funds against a small fee, 

making such a transaction virtually untraceable in a system which already did not carry out 

KYC and CDD checks243. 

The LR operators also actively hid information from the Costa-Rican authorities, where the 

business was registered, concealing suspicious transactions by creating a computer portal 

that appeared to give Costa-Rican regulators the ability to access Liberty Reserve 

transactional information and monitor it for suspicious activity. However, the data that 

appeared in the portal was, according to internal communications between the defendants, 

mostly "fake and could be manipulated to hide data that Liberty Reserve did not want 

l_aof[nilm ni m__‛244. The operators even feigned a closing-down of the website while 

operating the business through shell companies245. This sustains the point made earlier on 

that a centralised currency may present a greater threat than a decentralised one such as 
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BTC, since it may not be open for transparent checks and balances by the competent 

authorities.  

Budovsky had renounced to his U.S. citizenship in order to become a Costa-Rican citizen so 

as not to be subject to the U.S. jurisdiction246. This shows that a greater effort is required in 

international investigative and judicial cooperation should any potential threat presented by 

BTC in AML issues be prevented; indeed, the LR operation involved law enforcement action 

from seventeen different countries247, a textbook example of how efficient international 

cooperation can be. The LR case is also a clear example as to what a lack of regulation on 

BTC and other VCs could lead to; over an estimated period of seven years, LR processed an 

‚_mncg[n_^ 55 gcffion separate financial transactions and is believed to have laundered more 

nb[h $6 \cffcih ch ]lcgch[f jli]__^m‛248. 

 

 

Bottom Line 

The jurisdictions which have taken tentative steps at legislating BTC/VCs have all done so 

using a cautious approach, ultimately preferring to stand by and see how the technology will 

develop, as well as waiting for ulterior guidelines and regulations being issued by 

supranational entities such as the FATF and the EBA. While such an approach is prudent, it is 

not advisable to err on the side of caution, as criminals are invariably ahead of the legislators 

in this regard, as the above cases show. In the following chapter, the author shall delve and 

expand on several approaches which may be taken by the Maltese, and also other, legislators 

to curb the negative effects of BTC and other VCs, as well as certain changes which may be 

made to BTC for the same purpose. 
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CHAPTER 4 – CRITICAL OVERVIEW OF THE 

BITCOIN INFRASTRUCTURE VIS-À-VIS AML 

POLICIES AND THE CURRENT AML REGIME IN 

MALTA  
 

This chapter is the fulcrum of the thesis, whereby the author utilises all of the gathered 

information as well as his personal knowledge on the AML framework and the BTC network 

to propose several solutions as to how BTC can fully integrate into the Maltese AML 

framework. Such propositions can also be implemented, mutatis mutandis, in other AML 

frameworks, especially in other EU jurisdictions which adhere to the EU AML Directives. In 

order to formulate a more informed opinion regarding AML, the author conducted surveys 

with several persons from different sectors of the AML framework. 

 

4.1 - IS BITCOIN A CURRENCY UNDER MALTESE LAW? 

 

Ih il^_l ni ^_n_lgch_ BTC’m mn[nom ch nb_ AML l_acg_, ih_ should ideally first determine 

whether BTC classifies as a currency or not.  

Definition of a currency under the CBMA 

Under Maltese law, a ]oll_h]s cm mcgjfs ^_`ch_^ [m ‚f_a[f n_h^_l ch nb_ ]iohnls ionmc^_ M[fn[ 

ch qbc]b cn q[m cmmo_^‛249. A currency which is legal tender must be accepted as a means of 

payment if proffered by the debtor to the creditor, and normally a currency which is legal 

tender is backed by one or more States250. In Malta, the primary legal tender is the Euro, with 

other foreign currencies also accepted as legal tender under the definition given in the 

Central Bank of Malta Act (CBMA) as they are considered as legal tender in such other 

foreign countries. It is this requirement which bars BTC from becoming a true currency. As to 
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date, no State has yet accepted BTC as legal tender, and therefore it is up to specific 

businesses and service providers to decide on whether to accept BTC as a means of payment 

or not.  BTC therefore cannot be considered as a true currency under the CBMA. However, 

interestingly enough, BTC may qualify as a currency for AML purposes under the Maltese 

law. 

Definition of a currency under the PMLA 

The PMLA ^_`ch_m qb[n ‚jlij_lns‛ g_[hm ch nb_ gih_s f[oh^_lcha ]ihn_rn, [f\_cn \_cha [h 

inclusive list and not an exhaustive one. The definition reads as follows: 

(a) any currency, whether or not the same is legal tender in Malta, bills, securities, 

bonds, negotiable instruments or any instrument capable of being negotiable 

including one payable to bearer or endorsed payable to bearer whether expressed in 

euro or any other foreign currency; 

(b) cash or currency deposits or accounts with any bank, credit or other institution as 

may be prescribed which carries or has carried on business in Malta; 

(c) cash or items of value including but not limited to works of art or jewellery or 

precious metals; and 

(d) land or any interest therein;251 

Hence, one of the definitions of plij_lns ch nb_ PMLA cm ‚any currency, whether or not the 

same is legal tender in Malta‛252 – therefore, if one were to consider BTC as a currency which 

is not yet accepted as legal tender, it would fall within the auspices of a currency as defined 

in the PMLA. So far, there has been no Maltese judgement which has determined whether 

BTC can be considered as a currency or not; indeed, the only judgement which delved into 

the issue was the U.S. judgement ‚S_]olcnc_m [h^ Er]b[ha_ Ciggcmmcih p. Tl_hnih T. Sb[p_lm 

and Bitcoins Savings and Trust‛, l_`_ll_^ ni ch Chapter 3.1.9, wherein it was decided that BTC 
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is a currency. However, this issue is still open to contention, with alternative considerations 

positioning BTC as a commodity rather than a currency253.  

If BTC were not to be considered as a currency within the ambit of the PMLA, it would fall 

within the generic definition of property which is: 

property of every kind, nature and description, whether movable or immovable, tangible or 

intangible, legal documents or instruments evidencing title to, or interest in, such property 

or assets254 [emphasis of the author] 

It is however suggested that BTC should either be recognised as a currency, or at the very 

least included in the list aforementioned to avoid any ambiguity and potential lacunae in the 

law; indeed, there should be a provision dedicated to VCs and not just BTC. It would also 

help BTC gain legal recognition were it to be specifically included in the law, more so were it 

to be recognised as a currency, even if by way of a judicial decision. 

 

4.2 - AMENDMENTS WHICH NEED TO BE MADE IN ORDER 

FOR BITCOIN TO FULLY INTEGRATE INTO THE CURRENT 

SYSTEM 

 

Does BTC satisfy the requirements of AML policies? 

In its current and raw state, BTC is not yet ready to be implemented within the legal 

framework in jurisdictions with a developed or developing economy, for various reasons 

which shall be tackled shortly. If taken in a legal vacuum, BTC can operate as a viable 

alternate to FCs, but existing regulations and financial ecosystems are incompatible with 

BTC in its current state. There are two main sets of changes which can take place: either 
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changes to the BTC infrastructure itself and/or changes to the regulatory framework in order 

to accommodate BTC.  

Suggested changes to the BTC infrastructure 

The greatest worry to legislators is the perceived level of anonymity which BTC users enjoy 

and the lack of a central authority supervising transactions and reporting suspicious activity. 

Banks act as intermediaries in day-to-day transactions and hence serve as excellent 

reporting authorities, conducting CDD procedures when there are transactions which merit 

investigation.  

First of all, a point which has been repeated several times throughout the thesis must be 

g[^_ ih]_ [a[ch `il ]f[lcns’m m[e_. BTC cm hin [h [hihsgiom ]oll_h]s [h^ _p_ls nl[hm[]ncih 

]ih^o]n_^ nblioabion BTC’m bcmnils cm jo\fc]fs []]_mmc\f_ ih nb_ nl[hm[]ncih f_^a_l. Sch]_ 

BTC is decentralised, there is no central authority which can manipulate the blockchain and 

misrepresent data to anyone with access to the public ledger, unless there is a 51% attack255. 

It is also conceded that the BTC network hides the true identity of the users who are 

transacting, as they are represented by a string of letters and numbers, ergo their BTC 

address. The situation is therefore one where all the transactions are known, yet the users 

transacting are unknown. This situation can be ameliorated in several ways. 

Verified addresses 

This idea is similar to the system of verified addresses utilised by PayPal256. Any person with a 

bank account can register an account with PayPal, but in order to remove the initial 

restrictions set on the ac]iohn, nb_ []]iohn h__^m ni \_ ‘p_lc`c_^’ by PayPal, which entails 

verifying the identity of the person owning the account. This in turn acts both as an adequate 

                                                           
255

 Since the mined blocks require verification by 51% or more of the network, this would lead to the 
collapse of the BTC network as the controlling miners could in theory produce as many BTCs as they want 
and verify them themselves. This, however, would mean that BTC become worthless and therefore it is in 
the miners’ best interest to resort to such attacks.  
256

 “PayPal is the safer, easier way to pay and get paid online. The service allows anyone to pay in any way 
they prefer, including through credit cards, bank accounts, PayPal Smart Connect or account balances, 
without sharing financial information.” – About Us (PayPal) 
<https://www.paypal.com/mt/webapps/mpp/about> accessed 2 March 2015 
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exercise of standard CDD as well as increasing trust in the system since receiving/sending 

money to a verified address entails a safer transaction257.  

This verification system can likewise be applied for BTC addresses through the utilisation of 

the required signatures for transactions. Each and every BTC transaction has to contain a 

signature from the sender, whereby he/she is confirming and giving the go-ahead to transfer 

the specific amount of BTC to a new oqh_l. Tb[n nl[hm[]ncih cm nb_h ‘_h]og\_l_^’258 then 

transferred throughout the BTC network, until it reaches the receiving address, which should 

b[p_ nb_ ‘ohfi]echa’ script that solves the encumbrance placed upon it by the sender and 

allows the BTC sent to be spent by the receiver259.   

If the transaction is originating from a verified account on an exchange/online wallet, the 

nl[hm[]ncih ][h \_ mcah_^ [m ‘p_lc`c_^’ which means that the BTC are being sent from a 

person whose identity has been verified by a third party, which, as already said, can be an 

exchange, online wallet service provider or even a bank. The same verification system can 

also be utilised for the receiver, whereby the receiving address needs to be verified in order 

for the encumbrance to be unlocked. The transaction may bounce back to the sender if the 

receiving address is not verified. Such a system would result in an economic framework 

which is both safer and faster than the current system based on FCs, as well as aid authorities 

such as FIAUs to deal with the threat of money laundering, since the public ledger adds a 

second layer of transparency.  

In the same way as certain people prefer paying in cash or other methods such as 

Moneygram instead of using PayPal, users who prefer transacting in a safer environment 

would use service providers who utilise the above-explained system while retaining most of 

BTC’m jimcncp_ [nnlc\on_m mo]b [m `[mn_l nl[hm[]ncih ncg_m [h^ hi _r]b[ha_ l[n_ ]b[la_m. Tb_ 

only caveat to such a proposition would be an increase in transaction fees, as the service 

providers are highly unlikely to provide such a system for free.  

 

                                                           
257

 “What does a Verified account status mean?”(PayPal) 
<https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/helpcenter/helphub/article/?solutionId=FAQ1014&topicID=ACCOU
NT_TYPES_US&m=TCI>  accessed 2 March 2015 
258

 Locked with an encumbrance – refer to Glossary.  
259

 A.M. Antonopoulos, Mastering Bitcoin (1st, O'Reilly Media, California, U.S.A. December 2014) pg. 124 
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Colour-coded encumbrances with pre-checks ([e[ ‘]ifiol-]i^cha’) 

This suggestion is similar to the previous one, albeit having a different mode of operation 

which entails a focus on the locking script. The BTC transaction is encumbered with a locking 

scrijn nb[n, [j[ln `lig \_cha ihfs ‘ohfi]e[\f_’ by a specific address, can only be unlocked by 

a specific group of address_m, h[g_fs nbim_ i` [ mj_]c`c] ‘]ifiol’. The idea is to have a set of 

colours representing the safety of the transaction depending on the addressee. For example, 

a green encumbrance would mean that the transaction can only be received by someone 

with a green address, which would signify a high level of safety, such as when sending 

payment to a high-profile trader. A bank can have a blue address, and would therefore 

necessitate the payer to send a transaction using a blue encumbrance; nb_ ‘\fo_ [^^l_mm’ can 

be obtained via either another bank or any other pre-established service provider. The 

reverse can also be applied, where a merchant can decide to only accept payments sent from 

‘`[vourably-]ifiol_^’ [^^l_mm_m. 

An added benefit of such a system, apart from added safety, is to verify a priori the recipient 

of the transaction by beina [\f_ ni ]b_]e \_`il_b[h^ nb_ ‘]ifiol’ of the recipient address 

and therefore determine the trustworthiness of the receiver. If a trader or any service 

provider purports to be of a certain level and a check results that it is otherwise, such trader 

or service provider can be reported. Such a system could help avoid fraud and protect the 

users of the BTC network, as well as encourage users to use legitimated systems and service 

providers which adhere to AML regulation. 

A similar system is already being used for another VC, Nextcoin260, which utilises a system of 

[mm_nm il ‚]ifiol_^ ]ichm‛ ^_hincha nb_ nsj_ i` ctem or assets being purchased, such as 

precious metals, company shares, securities and so on261. Such a system can be used as a 

model for the suggestion provided for BTC, and tailored so as to be effective in an AML 

context.  

 

                                                           
260

 “Nxt is a radically enhanced cryptocurrency built from scratch, delivering a unique and decentralized 
financial platform. Not only does it open up new possibilities – from digital money to transfer of shares – but 
it addresses all of the most serious deficiencies in existing cryptocurrencies” (Nxt website) <http://nxt.org/> 
accessed 13 March 2015 
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 ‘Glossary’ (NXT Wiki) <http://wiki.nxtcrypto.org/wiki/Glossary#Asset> accessed 13 March 2015 
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Ih]iljil[n_ m_h^_l’m ch`i ch nb_ nl[hm[]ncih’m mcah[nol_ 

Over and above the colour-coding system suggested, the details of the person initiating the 

transaction may be incorporated into the signature stamping the transaction, with such 

details being visible by the recipient of the transaction and the entities hosting the wallets of 

the sender and the recipient, such as banks, exchanges, and so on; the supervisory 

[onbilcnc_m mbiof^ b[p_ []]_mm ni mo]b ^_n[cfm ojih l_ko_mn. Tb_ m_h^_l’m ^_n[cfm ][h \_ 

verified by the hosting entities which are required to exercise KYC procedures. This system 

can work in tandem with the colour-coding system, as wallets with the said incorporated 

^_n[cfm ][h \_ acp_h [ gil_ ‘`[piol[\f_ ]ifiol’. Moreover, it is important that such 

information cannot be accessed via the public ledger lest the privacy of the transactors be 

compromised.  

Flagging system and decentralised reporting 

Ih il^_l ni \_mn oncfcm_ nb_ jo\fc] f_^a_l, cn cm [fmi l_]igg_h^[\f_ ch nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih ni 

extend the principle of decentralisation to the reporting system. Instead of relying solely on 

a select number of institutions to act as reporting authorities on suspicious transactions, 

each and every user and participant on the BTC network can flag or indicate transactions 

which are either suspicious or originating/destined to an address known or suspected to be 

used for illicit activity. This flagging system would ideally work side-by-side with the 

traditional reporting system whereby banks act as reporting authorities par excellence.  

The flagging system can also be used in another manner, where users, especially consumers, 

][h `f[a [ nl[^_l il m_lpc]_ jlipc^_l ch [ jimcncp_ g[hh_l, [h^ nbom ch]l_[m_ nb_ m_ff_l’m 

reputation. Such a system could work conjointly with the coloured addresses system, 

whereby a seller would gain a more favourably coloured BTC addresses if a certain threshold 

of recommendations is passed. This would in effect be similar to the feedback system utilised 

by eBay262, where customers can leave positive feedback to those sellers who provide a 

recommendable service.  
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 ‘How Feedback works’ (eBay) <http://pages.ebay.com/help/feedback/howitworks.html> accessed 13 
March 2015 
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Large volume transactions ledger 

In order to facilitate the task of supervising each and every transaction passing through the 

network on the public ledger, a separate public ledger can be created in order to list solely 

the transactions which exceed a certain pre-established limit, or transactions which can be 

linked even if not originating from the same BTC address but are being sent from the same 

IP address263.  

There already exists a so-][ff_^ ‚BTC Rc]bfcmn‛264 qbc]b jlipc^_m nb_ nij 100 il nij 500 ‚BTC 

bif^_lm‛, _lai nb_ q[ff_nm gimn `cff_^ qcnb BTC [lioh^ nb_ qilf^. Tb_ [onbil b_l_\s moaa_mnm 

that it would be more prudent to render such a list accessible only to the established 

supervising authorities in order to minimise the risk of hacking or theft attempts and also to 

aid such supervising authorities to keep an eye on the largest wallets in circulation.  

IP address tagging for large volume transactions 

Together with the large volume transactions ledger, it would also be prudent to list the 

originating IP address of the transaction as well as the receiving IP address, so as to further 

help the supervision of large volume transactions and, at the very least, determine the 

country of origin of the BTC transaction. Transactions originating from countries with a poor 

AML track record would do well to be supervised scrupulously. Naturally such IP addresses 

would be hidden from public sight and only accessible to the supervising authorities. 

Transactions of over €1000 mbiof^ \_ ‘n[aa_^’ so as to better satisfy the requirements of 

Regulation No. 1781/2006/EC, qcnb nl[hm[]ncihm i` ip_l €5000 il [ bcab_l _mn[blished 

nbl_mbif^ _cnb_l \_cha ‘n[aa_^’ differently or listed on a separate ledger.   

The Blockchain site265 which lists all the ongoing transactions in real time and which is also 

the de facto BTC public ledger at the moment simply lists the IP address which relays the 

transaction, not the originating and/or receiving IP addresses.  

While it is true that proxies cah \_ om_^ ni ‘bc^_’ the true IP address of the persons 

transacting, it would only be a small added hurdle to investigators as proxies can easily be 

backtracked in order to reveal the true IP addresses266.  
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 Refer to the suggestion “IP address tagging for large volume transactions” 
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 BTC Blockchain <https://blockchain.info/> accessed 14 March 2015 
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Extra addresses against an extra payment 

Currently it does not cost anything for a wallet user to utilise a new and separate address, 

which can be created with the click of a button. In fact, it is an officially encouraged practice 

to utilise a new address when sending or receiving a payment in BTC, in order to increase the 

difficulty of tracing a transaction back to the original senders or recipients267. While such a 

practice should not be made illegal per se, it would be commendable to charge the creation 

of a new BTC address, for two primary reasons. First of all, for the sake of AML, it is better 

that a user has a single BTC address rather than multiple ones. Secondly, added costs would 

result in higher rewards for the miner, incentivising more and more miners to join the BTC 

network and hence secure it further, especially when all BTCs are mined and the only 

rewards would be the transaction fees.  

Remove the possibility of publicly viewing amounts in wallets 

Currently, anyone with access to the Internet can input any BTC wallet address on the 

blockchain268 website, on which the public ledger can be accessed, and view the balance of 

BTC in that particular wallet.  In order to protect the privacy of BTC users worldwide, it 

would be better if developers were to render the possibility of viewing wallet balances solely 

possible for supervisory authorities, rather than for the public in general. Ideally, this public-

viewing feature should only be made available for wallets utilised by PEPs in their public 

functions, for the sake of political transparency. 

Designating a set of administrative entities 

In order for most of the abovementioned changes to be implemented, a majority consensus 

of the BTC network is required; it is extremely difficult to gather the consensus of such a 

large number of persons over the Internet. Currently, the most prominent entity in the BTC 

network is the BTC Foundation, a non-profit organisation aiming to push and promote BTC 

awareness269. However, ideally there should be a BTC ‘Embassy’ in each and every State, 

which Embassies consist of members chosen by the BTC community of that particular 
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 Ibid. 
267

 ‘Protect your privacy’ (Bitcoin.org) <https://bitcoin.org/en/protect-your-privacy> accessed 14 March 
2015 
268

 <https://blockchain.info>  
269

 The Bitcoin Foundation website <http://bitcoinfoundation.org/> accessed 14 March 2015 
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country. In turn, these BTC Embassies would work hand in hand at overseeing and 

administering the BTC network by implementing such changes which would not alter the 

core of the BTC infrastructure but simply ameliorate it. In this way, necessary changes can be 

implemented more efficiently, without negatively impacting the decentralised nature of BTC 

as it would still not be controlled or issued by any centralised authority.  

 

4.3 - CHANGES IN THE AML FRAMEWORK 

 

Changes are not only necessary in the BTC infrastructure itself but also in the AML 

framework, with some changes being required not only to accommodate BTC and other VCs, 

but also to improve the said AML framework holistically. Apart from local efforts to revise 

and improve the framework periodically, MONEYVAL conducted several Assessment Visits in 

the past, with the last one taking place in 2012.  

In its last Assessment Visit270, MONEYVAL commented positively on the Maltese AML 

regime271, however highlighting a few deficiencies which merited attention. Apart from the 

proposed changes by the author, the following are changes which require due attention as 

well, especially when taking into consideration BTC and other VCs. 

The first and foremost issue highlighted in the Assessment was the lack of information on 

`l__tcha [h^ ]ih`cm][ncih il^_lm, qbc]b ‚l[cm_[m] ^io\nm [m ni nb_ _``_]ncp_h_mm i` nb_ 

`l__tcha [h^ [nn[]bg_hn l_acg_, [h^ ch^__^ nb_ ]ih`cm][ncih l_acg_ ip_l[ff‛272.  The law 

only provides generically for such orders, with the finer details not listed in the local 

legislation, especially when de-listing and unfreezing property. Along with the need for 

clearer and more detailed regulations in this regard, such needed amendments should also 

take into consideration the freezing and confiscation of digital assets, which will require a 

slightly different approach than that for physical assets, as shall be discussed in Chapter 

4.3.2. 
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 MONEYVAL, Report on Fourth Assessment Visit – Executive Summary  
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 Ibid., pg. 5 
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 Ibid., pg. 5 
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The Assessment also brought out the fact that the FIAU has limited direct access to law 

enforcement and administrative information databases273, with such information having to 

be requested by the FIAU to the relevant authorities. Such indirect access to information 

hampers the efficiency of the FIAU, especially if the contacted authorities take days to relay 

the information to the FIAU. While direct access to such databases would be a welcome 

change from a compliance point of view, care has to be taken to protect sensitive data. 

MONEYVAL also suggested the implementation of analytical software in FIAU activity in 

addition and supplementary to the manual analysis carried out by the FIAU staff274. A lack of 

specialised investigators in the Police Anti-Money Laundering Unit was also highlighted275, a 

problem which is long overdue for a solution.  

Other deficiencies have since been addressed, such as the need for a National Risk 

Assessment (NRA) which is underway, as well as Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) 

with authorities such as the MFSA in order for the latter to carry out some of the functions of 

the FIAU, such as on-site visits.  

Am jl_pciomfs g_hncih_^, mo]b ]b[ha_m [l_ hin nb_ ih_m mif_fs l_kocl_^ ch nb_ [onbil’m 

opinion, in order to have a more efficient framework which can also work alongside VCs. The 

author has conducted several surveys in order to gain a better understanding of some of the 

strengths and shortcomings of the current AML framework. 

 

4.3.1 – Surveys on the current AML Regime 

 

The common questions asked to each of the mentioned persons shall be listed in a table 

below, with _[]b i` nb_cl l_mj_]ncp_ n_h^_l_^ [hmq_lm; nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih [h^ [h[fsmcm mb[ff 

follow such table, tackling each of the questions in turn. Two of the interviewees were also 

asked particular questions pertaining to their professions; each set of answers shall also be 

commented upon respectively.  
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The interviewees were the following: 

 A lawyer practising in the criminal law area, whose identity shall not be disclosed, 

b_l_ch[`n_l l_`_ll_^ ni [m ‘L[qs_l A’276. 

 A representative of the MFSA, Dr. Anton Bartolo, who is the Director of the 

Enforcement Unit within the MFSA, and has also been elected Chairman of 

MONEYVAL277. 

 A representative of the FIAU, Mr. Antonio Ghirlando, who is the Legal and 

Compliance Manager within the FIAU278 279. 

 

Common questions asked to each of the interviewees 

1. Is the current Anti-Money Laundering (AML) framework adequate? If not, why? (In 

particular mention whether the current framework adequately covers small 

companies/traders such as car dealers) 

2. Is the enforcement of the AML framework taking place as per the intentions of the 

legislators? 

3. In your opinion, what is/are the best means for money laundering,  i.e. which type of 

businesses are most susceptible to usage by criminals as a façade for money 

laundering?  

4. Please comment on the following statement: "Cash is the most anonymous payment 

method in money laundering" 

5. In your opinion, which are the best supervisory authorities and reporting entities for 

AML? 
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 Interview conducted on 4 December 2014 
277

 Interview conducted on 20 March 2015 
278

 Interview conducted on 24 March 2015 
279

 Disclaimer: The views and answers tendered by Dr. Bartolo and Mr. Ghirlando in the interviews are not 
representative of the views or positions adopted by the MFSA and the FIAU respectively, and should simply 
be construed as personal opinions. 
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Table 1: 

 Lawyer A Dr. Bartolo Mr. Ghirlando 

1.  The current framework is 

technically and theoretically 

adequate, in that subject 

persons are required to identify 

their clients/customers and the 

range of subject persons is 

always on the increase. Also, 

black-listing countries or 

persons is a good disincentive 

since blacklisting would heavily 

damage that person’s reputation 

and handicap his or her trade. In 

practice, the AML framework 

might be more difficult to 

implement, especially when it 

comes to persons such as car 

dealers, and that is precisely 

where the problem lies as it is 

very difficult to monitor such 

smaller players on a regular 

basis; surprise visits are not 

enough. 

 

The current AML framework is 

more than adequate; however, it is 

not perfect. Following the FATF 

revision of the Recommendations 

in 2012, as well as the P4ML, our 

framework needs to be perfected.  

 

Regarding small companies and 

traders: the generic threshold of 

€15,000 for a single large 

transaction covers and binds them 

as well.  Before, the law used to 

talk about auctioneers and gold 

dealers, now it deals with a much 

wider spectrum of persons. In 

theory, whenever, for example, 

furniture dealers, car dealers and 

so on receive payment in cash, 

they are supposed to carry out 

CDD.  

 

The FATF recommendations are 

an adequate framework that 

should ideally be implemented 

internationally – in fact, the EU 

AML directives emerge from the 

FATF recommendations. The 

framework itself is not faulty, but 

the implementation of such a 

framework may be. In regulated 

areas and institutions such as 

financial institutions, the 

implementation of the framework 

is relatively hassle-free as they 

are already regulated by the 

MFSA for instance. Secondly, 

they have also been set up and 

regulated for a far longer period 

of time and therefore already 

have the necessary know-how.  

 

2.  Yes, as the financial industry, 

including credit institutions, is 

operating positively and 

applying the framework as 

intended by the legislators. An 

interesting concept adopted by 

one of our local banks is the 

inclusion of a “whitelist” of 

practitioners, rather than simply 

having a blacklist. This requires 

more KYC on their part, but it 

saves having to conduct 

extensive KYC on more 

Mostly it is. The problem however 

lies in enforcing the AML 

framework with respect to each 

and every subject person out 

there. In order to partly remedy 

this, it is being contemplated that 

there may be a situation where 

payments in cash over a certain 

threshold can be made illegal.   

As already said, credit and 

financial institutions present few 

problems when enforcing the 

framework in their regard. 

However, when it comes to 

unregulated professions such as 

real estate agents and car 

dealers, the situation becomes 

trickier. For one thing, it is 

difficult to identify each and 

every one of such persons or 

traders. Secondly, even though 

technically speaking they would 
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transactions. However, some 

clients, especially foreign ones, 

have complained that the 

requirements are too stringent 

and might stifle economic 

growth. Surprisingly enough, the 

weakest link in the AML 

framework is the FIAU. Since 

they are understaffed, they are 

often behind the loop in certain 

procedures such as extensive 

KYC on foreign customers, and 

more often than not, only close 

in on the procedure when it’s 

either too late or their input is 

not required any more. 

be caught under the Act were 

they to transact in cash in 

amounts exceeding €15,000, in 

practice it is very difficult to 

ensure whether such persons 

are adhering to their obligations 

under the Act.  

 

3. From my own personal 

experience as a practitioner, 

money laundering takes place at 

food and catering 

establishments such as 

supermarkets, bars, restaurants, 

butcher shops, etc., for the 

simple reason that in such 

establishments one can launder 

money in big volumes using 

cash. The price of food is not set 

and huge profit margins leave a 

lot of space for laundered 

money to be included. 

Auctioneers, brokerage firms, 

estate agents, and commission-

based profit firms are used as 

well since the commission 

percentage can be freely 

changed to suit one’s own 

purpose. 

 

Cash based businesses lend 

themselves to money laundering 

very well – it is easy to hide 

illegitimate cash in legitimate cash. 

However, money laundering is not 

reserved solely to cash – one can 

even launder funds by transfers 

through banking channels. If you 

originally receive money, even by 

wire transfer, which was paid to 

you in consideration for something 

illegitimate, once there is the 

bank’s rubber stamp, it makes it 

an even more formidable means 

than cash in certain instances, as 

long as it is masked as a 

legitimate transaction. Every 

business wherein you can transact 

in large amounts, whether cash or 

not, can be abused for money 

laundering purposes; that being 

said, money laundering is primarily 

cash-based.  

Large cash-based companies 

and businesses are mostly 

susceptible to money laundering, 

as in Malta the use of cash is 

abnormally high. However, there 

is also an increasing use of shell 

companies for such purposes, 

which are solely created for use 

in money laundering. 
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4. Without a doubt, cash is the 

most anonymous means. 

Yes, I agree that cash is most the 

most anonymous means, as it is 

untraceable.  

 

Yes, I agree that it is the most 

anonymous means. Along with 

pure cash, there are also cash-

type instruments such as 

negotiable instruments and 

bearer instruments which 

deserve mention. These include 

alternative remittance systems 

such as Hawala and Hundi. 

 

5. The banks are the best reporting 

authorities for AML, as most 

transactions have to go through 

the banks at some point or 

another. The FIAU needs to 

step up its game in order to 

become a better supervisory 

authority.  

 

The category of subject persons 

which tenders the most reports are 

banks, according to the annual 

report of the FIAU. This is due for 

several reasons: they deal with the 

most persons, handle the most 

money, and out of all subject 

persons, they are the most aware 

and well-prepared to do their 

duties according to the AML rules. 

 

With more pressure in 

compliance, the STRs overall 

have increased. Circa half the 

STRs are from banks, because 

they are the main gatekeepers. 

Financial institutions and 

investment services companies 

should ideally increase their 

submissions of STRs. Moreover, 

I firmly believe that iGaming 

companies will become a major 

player, i.e. a prolific subject 

person when it comes to STRs, 

as there is a heavy use of 

prepaid cards in their 

transactions, to which simplified 

CDD applies.  

The FIAU is the body 

responsible for compliance; 

however, the law also makes 

provision for the FIAU to use 

agents. There is an MOU with 

the MFSA regarding this for 

instance, as well as agreements 

with other supervising 
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authorities. 

 

 

 

The aonbil’m analysis and opinion 

Questions 1 and 2: All of the three interviewees agreed that the current AML framework is 

adequate, at least in theory. Dr. Bartolo mentioned that the proposed changes in the P4MLD 

still need to be implemented in order for the framework to be up to date. However, all three 

interviewees mentioned the fact that the enforcement of the AML framework per se 

presents problems, particularly with regards to small-time traders or companies. Mr. 

Ghirlando stated that while credit and financial institutions are aware of their obligations 

and are normally well-equipped to implement the AML regulations, other persons are not so 

equipped; all three interviewees agreed that it is very difficult, in practice, to supervise and 

check upon each and every subject person.  

Dr. Bartolo also presented a possible solution by suggesting that rather than requiring 

mo\d_]n j_lmihm ni j_l`ilg nb_ l_kocl_^ ]b_]em ih ][mb nl[hm[]ncihm i` ip_l €15,000, mo]b 

transactions are outright prohibited. However, again, the problem lies in enforcing such a 

measure. The public ledger system utilised by BTC would help the supervision of such subject 

persons. 

Lawyer A lauded the blacklisting system, and also commended the whitelisting system 

[^ijn_^ \s ih_ i` nb_ fi][f \[hem. Tb_ [onbil [al__m qcnb L[qs_l A’m mn[n_g_hnm, ch nb[n nb_ 

whitelisting system would help alleviate perfunctory checks on subject persons which 

present no real threat of money laundering. Such a system would work well were the colour-

coding suggestion to be implemented, and it would be more efficient ni b[p_ [ ‘gofnc-

]ifiol’ system rather than simply having a blacklist and a whitelist.  

Ihn_l_mnchafs, L[qs_l A g_hncih_^ nb[n nb_ ‚q_[e_mn fche‛ ch nb_ AML `l[g_qile cm the FIAU, 

due to its being understaffed and under-resourced. Mr. Ghirlando also stated that the FIAU 

does not have enough resources. Such problem is partly alleviated by the use of the risk-

based approach; however, a better allocation of resources to the FIAU should be considered 

by the Maltese government, especially with the advent of BTC and other VCs.  
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Question 3: All three interviewees agreed that cash-based businesses are the most 

susceptible to use for money laundering purposes; Lawyer A specifically mentioned food and 

catering establishments, such as supermarkets, due to the large volume of trading and the 

equivocal pricing of items. Such businesses are difficult to monitor as they mostly engage in 

micro-transactions; since BTC is ideal for use in micro-transactions, it would be a better 

means than cash in order to at least reduce abuse in this regard. 

Mr. Ghirlando mentioned shell companies, a problem which can only be solved by more 

thorough requirements for the establishment of a company. Dr. Bartolo made a very 

interesting point concerning the use of banking systems for money laundering; such a 

problem would also be present in BTC systems as any transaction can be masked as a 

legitimate one. Thorough checks on the provenance of funds are possible, but such checks 

cannot be applied for each and every subject person, for practical reasons. 

Question 4:  All three interviewees agreed that cash is the most anonymous form of payment; 

Mr. Ghirlando agreed on this, being fully aware of what BTC is. He also mentioned cash-type 

instruments which are used in countries such as India, Middle-Eastern and North-African 

countries. It is important to point out, in obiter, that this is precisely the reason why a 

completely homogenous AML framework will not work, as each and every country has its 

own economic ecosystem, traditions and different requirements.  

With cash being in wide use, even with the increasing use of payment methods such as credit 

cards and wire transfers, BTC would certainly not present a greater threat than cash, and if 

utilised correctly, would serve as a more transparent payment method than either of the 

aforementioned.  

Question 5: Banks were generally agreed upon as being the best reporting entities; it stands 

to reason that in order to ensure the most efficient oversight of BTC transactions, banks 

should accept customer accounts in BTC.  Mr. Ghirlando also mentioned that iGaming 

companies will also become important subject persons; with such companies having IT 

influences, it is entirely possible that BTC would be considered by them as one of the 

accepted payment methods, and therefore it would be prudent to include such companies 

as subject persons, and moreover, regulate BTC appropriately.   
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MOUs between the FIAU and supervisory authorities such as the MFSA also help in 

alleviating some of the workload on the FIAU, and delegating some of the functions of the 

FIAU, such as on-site checks, would help ensure a more widespread compliance on part of 

nb_ mo\d_]n j_lmihm. A^^cncih[ffs, ch nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih, cn qiof^ [fmi \_ jlo^_hn ni qile 

with private businesses in this regard, both to collect more information from them apart 

from the annual compliance reports, as well as perhaps delegate more functions to trusted 

and established subject persons, which again would help spread compliance and awareness 

in the AML area. However, as Lawyer A correctly stated, it is the FIAU which should be first 

and foremost improved and emancipated, both by a bigger allocation of resources as well as 

the allocation of more powers, as will be mentioned in Chapter 4.3.2.  

 

Questions particular to Dr. Bartolo and Mr. Ghirlando 

Dr. Bartolo 

Table 2: 

Questions Answers 

1. The generic threshold for a large volume 

transaction currently stands at 15,000 euro, which 

will be reduced to 7,500 euro with the adoption of 

the Fourth AML Directive. Should the limit be 

further lowered below 7,500 euro or is it adequate? 

 

The €7,500 euro threshold for a SLT is adequate.  

 

[When asked whether a €5,000 threshold is 

acceptable] €5,000 is also viable, but definitely not 

thresholds of €1,000/€1,500. If you lower the limit 

you are lowering the targeted quality of money 

laundering happening; one needs to control money 

laundering on a large scale, the metaphorical “big 

fish”, rather than small ones. 

 

 

2. Which problems are encountered when liaising 

with foreign supervisory authorities, both EU and 

non-EU based? 

 

As the MFSA is a supervisory authority, liaising is 

mainly done with foreign supervisory authorities, 

not other FIUs, such as the Financial Conduct 

Authority in the UK and BaFin in Germany. The 

relationships with such supervisory authorities are 

normally regulated by multilateral MOUs 

(memorandums of understanding), which are of an 
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international nature, obliging the concerned 

supervisory authorities to assist each other and 

exchange information. The biggest problem is the 

tardiness of answers, which may be due to either 

legal reasons or practical ones. Sometimes, the 

law of a country does not permit the supervisory 

authority to provide information, notwithstanding 

the MOU and the law of the country with whom you 

are dealing. If cooperation cannot happen due to 

legal reasons, it can be amended by the law – but 

practical reasons have to persist unless practical 

solutions are found. 

 

 

 

Aonbil’m ]igg_hnm 

 

Dr. Bartolo correctly commented on the fact that if one were to lower the transaction limit 

too much, it would do more harm than good, due to the type of money laundering targeted 

at those levels. Moreover, it would heavily increase the workload both on the reporting 

entities as well as the supervisory authorities. The author believes that the limit should be 

fiq_l_^ ni €5,000, and an even lower limit should be imposed on BTC transactions whose 

source cannot be verified, as shall be explained in Chapter 4.3.3.  

 

Furthermore, Dr. Bartolo hinted at the problems, which are of a bureaucratic nature, that the 

FIAU faces when liaising with foreign supervisory authorities, namely the turnaround time 

for communications. Such a problem should have prominence on the agenda of national and 

regional law-makers, as in order to be well-prepared for BTC/VCs, there should at the very 

least be implemented a more rigid regional framework concerning communication and 

liaising between supervisory authorities on a transnational scale, due to the global nature of 

BTC/VC transactions. Ideally, such framework should be international rather than regional. 
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Mr. Ghirlando 

 

Table 3: 

Questions Answers 

1. Which is the most salient problem faced by the 

FIU when combating money laundering?  

 

The biggest problem is the lack of resources. In 

order to counter this, risk-based supervision is 

being implemented, which entails the filing of 

annual compliance reports by the subject entities 

and subsequently identify which entities are most 

prone to risk for money laundering. More pressure 

on agents is being placed by the FIAU in order to 

check that compliance is being adhered to by 

subject entities on behalf of the FIAU. There is also 

an increasing emphasis on training, after a close 

look was taken in the national risk assessment at 

the operations of subject persons. Such training is 

important as it is further passed down the pipeline 

and hence mitigates some of the problems with 

which the FIAU is faced when ensuring 

compliance. 

 

2. Would the advent of Bitcoin hinder/disrupt the 

FIU in its operation or would it aid them since the 

public ledger shows all of the transactions taking 

place? 

 

Solely having access to the public ledger is not 

going to be of great assistance if you have 

anonymous accounts. Currently, one of the biggest 

selling points of BTC is that it is unregulated. One 

needs to see how it’s going to develop before 

changing any laws specific to VCs (Virtual 

Currencies), as their development may be 

hindered. If anything, one should regulate the 

exchangers for now; the idea is to protect the FCs 

and monitor the gateways to VCs from FCs and 

vice-versa, leaving the VCs in themselves 

unregulated for now.  

 

[Asked if KYC together with the public ledger would 

work well together] An exchanger can help force a 

person to divulge personal information, but it would 

still ultimately be up to the customer himself to 
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justify the source of funds and other relative 

findings. The current BTC system cannot work, as 

there has to be some kind of traceability, and 

certain features such as being able to publicly 

access the balance in a particular wallet is not 

desirable. Moreover, one should be careful not to 

overregulate as it would lead to inefficiency and 

even perhaps kill off VCs. I believe that the 

technology behind BTC is great and may be used 

in the future. 

 

3. Have there been any local incidents regarding 

the use of Bitcoin for money laundering? 

 

There have been no local incidents.  

 

4. If Bitcoin service providers such as exchanges 

were to follow KYC and CDD procedures, would 

Bitcoin be in line with the AML framework or would 

ulterior changes in the AML Framework be 

required? 

 

It would be a step forward but even so, eventually 

the framework would have to be changed 

nonetheless. Before deciding on how the 

framework has to change and adapt, it would be 

prudent to wait and see what is going to happen to 

BTC.  

 

 

 

Aonbil’m ]igg_hnm 

 

Mr. Ghirlando also referred to the problem of lack of resources afflicting the FIAU. He also 

made reference to the National Risk Assessment, wherein the FIAU is currently undergoing a 

self-critical exercise in order to address several issues.  

 

When asked about BTC, Mr. Ghirlando positively lauded the technology underlying BTC, and 

firmly believes that such technology will be useful. However, he does not believe that BTC in 

its current state can work well with the existing legislation and systems. The author does not 

`offs oh^_lmn[h^ Ml. Gbclf[h^i’m  m]_jnc]cmg ih nb_ pc[\cfcns i` KYC ]iojf_^ qcnb BTC’m 

public ledger, which scepticism was evident when Mr. Ghirlando said that ultimately it would 

be up to the customer to justify the source of his/her funds. This is an issue which also afflicts 

FCs [h^ nb_l_`il_, ch nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih, mo]b [h [laog_hn does not hold water. Rather, 
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the public ledger would help instil the element of transparency which is still largely missing 

when dealing in FCs, especially when the functions of PEPs are put into the equation. The 

[onbil [al__m qcnb Ml. Gbclf[h^i nb[n nb_ `[]n nb[n [ q[ff_n’m `oh^m [l_ jo\fc]ly available for 

viewing is a feature which should be done away with for data protection purposes; such 

feature should solely be made available to the supervisory authorities. 

 

It is interesting that there have been no local incidents regarding BTC to date; this may be 

due to two main reasons. Firstly, BTC is still relatively unknown in Malta, and secondly, the 

author firmly believes that local authorities are not yet well equipped to deal with possible 

money laundering instances wherein BTC is used. Finally, the author fully agrees with Mr. 

Ghirlando in that it would be prudent to wait and see how BTC is going to develop before 

enacting a brand new bespoke legal framework.  

 

4.3.2 - Possible Amendments to the Prevention of Money 

Laundering Act 

 

The main Maltese legislative act on AML is the PMLA, as aforementioned in Chapter 2. The 

PMLA has been amended regularly over the years, particularly after the issuance of a new set 

of Recommendations or a new EU directive. However, the PMLA still does not mention 

anything about BTC and other VCs, restricting itself to mentioning electronic money only, 

which, as already explained, is merely a digital representation of FCs and therefore 

completely separate from VCs. In this section, the PMLA shall be dissected and analysed, 

with the shortcomings which require a change being highlighted, as well as suggestions for 

new sections where and if necessary.  

The exclusive reference to banks 

As evidenced by the results of the surveys, banks are considered to be the best reporting 

authorities in AML. However, this does not render them the sole reporting authorities, 

especially with the advent of BTC, since exchanges can likewise play an important role in 

monitoring and reporting suspicious transactions. The issue here is not whether exchanges 
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and other BTC service providers should be subject persons, as that will be replied in the 

affirmative shortly – rather, the issue is that the powers afforded to banks by the PMLA 

should be extended to other entities in order to increase the efficiency needed to improve 

the AML framework.  

There are two options available –  

1. Ih]fo^_ [hinb_l n_lg chmn_[^ i` ‚\[hem‛, qbc]b n_lg b[m ni \_ more generic and 

[ffiqm `il gil_ chmncnoncihm ni \_ _g\l[]_^ qcnbch nb_ n_lg. Tb_ n_lgm ‚]l_^cn 

chmncnoncihm‛ [h^ ‚`ch[h]c[f chmncnoncihm‛ may be used, with the latter hence including 

exchanges.  

2. Ih]fo^_ inb_l chmncnoncihm ch [lnc]f_m qb_l_ nb_ qil^ ‚\[he‛ is included in the PMLA, 

naturally if and where necessary so as not to mar the meaning of that particular 

provision. 

Ih nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih, nb_ \_mn ijncih qiof^ \_ nb_ second one, albeit being more 

cumbersome than the other option; it allows for more flexibility and the pinpointing of 

specific institutions for that particular provision of the PMLA. It would require more frequent 

amendments but it should provide the highest degree of accuracy. 

An adequate example of such implementation would be in monitoring orders, whereby the 

AG g[s [jjfs ni nb_ Clcgch[f Cioln mi [m ni b[p_ cn il^_l [ \[he ‚ni gihcnil `il [ mj_]c`c_^ 

period the transactions or banking operations being carried out through one or more 

[]]iohnm ch nb_ h[g_ i` nb_ momj_]n‛280.  In order to extend the efficiency of the monitoring 

order, banks should not be the only institutions which may be availed of. Users may store 

large amounts of BTC on exchanges as evidenced by the Mt. Gox exchange incident281, as 

well as with wallet service providers, and therefore banks, were they to accept storing 

accounts in BTC, would not be the sole venue for such transactions. Therefore, monitoring 

orders should be extended to other entities such as exchanges, wallet service providers and 

other service providers which tend to store an appreciable amount of BTC belonging to their 

customers. 

                                                           
280

 Chapter 373 of the Laws of Malta, Article 4B(1) 
281

 Robert McMillan, ‘The Inside Story Of Mt. Gox, Bitcoin’s $460 Million Disaster’(Wired, 3
 
March 2014) 

<http://www.wired.com/2014/03/bitcoin-exchange/> accessed 28 March 2015 
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Forfeiture of assets 

One of the biggest headaches when enforcing a judgement is the forfeiture of the convicted 

j_lmih’m [mm_nm which may include the proceeds of the offence committed. It is the Court 

R_acmnl[l’m ^ons ‚ni ]ih^o]n chkoclc_m ni nl[]_ [h^ [m]_ln[ch nb_ qb_l_[\ionm i` [hs gih_sm 

or other property, due or pertaining to or under the control of the person charged or 

[]]om_^ il ]ihpc]n_^, [m nb_ ][m_ g[s \_‛282. If the property of the person convicted consists 

of BTC as well, then the matter becomes even more complicated as it is a virtual asset and 

not a physical one. 

Article 3(5) of the PMLA, which talks about the forfeiture of the proceeds of an offence, 

makes reference to the main articles of the Criminal Code regarding such forfeiture283. The 

modes of forfeiture heavily depend on the type of property involved, as, for example, a 

house cannot be forfeited in the same way that a car can. With regards to BTC, it is 

important firstly to draw a distinction between wallets stored on an exchange, online wallet 

service or any other type of third-party hosted accounts, and a personal wallet. Forfeiture in 

the case of BTCs stored in the former type of accounts may tend to be easier than the latter, 

as the third party account host would be able to retrieve the BTCs and transfer them to a 

wallet/s held by the Maltese Government; the situation may still be a bit prickly if such third 

party account hosts are situated in a foreign jurisdiction, especially if such foreign 

jurisdiction has a lax judicial system.  

The true problem however lies in the case of personal wallets owned by the convicted 

person. Before elaborating further on the matter, it is worth explaining how data in a BTC 

wallet is saved and stored onto a PC or other computing device. The data contained in the 

wallet, namely the private keys to access your BTC, is stored in a DATA file which is named 

‚wallet.dat‛ \s ^_`[ofn284. When a backup of a wallet is made, it is solely this file which is 

saved and stored; therefore, if one needs to store a copy of his BTC wallet on, say, a USB 

flash drive, then all one needs to do is copy the wallet.dat file onto the USB flash drive. This 

means that a plethora of backups can be made relatively quickly and easily, and the 

mentioned file can even be stored online in cloud-based storage. All a person needs to 
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[]]_mm ih_’m BTC cm nb_ wallet.dat file and the password, if any, which protects the wallet 

data. The password is different than the set of private keys used to access the owned BTCs, as 

the latter is simply a sort of code used to claim ownership to the BTCs which are found in the 

virtual domain; the password is set by the user to encrypt the access to the wallet. If this 

wallet.dat file is permanently lost, it does not mean that the BTC are destroyed, but it simply 

means that the access to those BTC is permanently lost and cannot be reclaimed by anyone. 

In order for forfeiture of BTC to take place, firstly one needs the wallet.dat file. This can 

either be obtained by forcing the convicted person to transfer such file to the forfeiting 

authorities, or by physically seizing the medium on which such file is stored and access it 

directly. It is important to note that access to a single wallet.dat file is enough, even if there 

are multiple copies of it, as anything changed in one file will be relayed throughout the BTC 

network and will hence also be changed in any other copy of the same file. Once the 

wallet.dat file is obtained, one needs to see whether it is protected by a password. If it is, the 

password either has to be cracked or obtained from the convicted person; the more complex 

the password is, the more difficult it is to crack omcha ‘\lon_-`il]_’ g_]b[hcmgm. Once the 

BTCs are accessed, all that remains to be done is to transfer the forfeited amount in favour of 

the Maltese government. All this is akin to a situation where the convicted person owns an 

amount of cash money which needs to be forfeited and whose location is unknown. The 

private keys stored in the wallet.dat file are akin to a map showing the precise location 

where the cash money is stored; the password is akin to a lock combination on a safe which 

can be cracked if it is not too complex.  

Subordinately, if the convict refuses to transfer the wallet.dat file or to divulge the password 

protecting such file, then he/she must transfer the amount affected by such forfeiture order 

to the forfeiting authorities. As long as the BTCs in question are stored in a wallet which is in 

the convict’m ]ihnlif, _p_h c` nb_ wallet.dat file is transferred to third parties, then the 

forfeiture can still take place as long as the authorities have access to a single copy of the 

wallet.dat file. The elephant in the room is what happens when the convict transfers his/her 

BTC to a third party-owned wallet – the situation becomes thornier especially if such third 

party cannot be identified, which may be the case if tumblers are used. If the third party is 
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identifiable, then such third party may in turn be proceeded against if in bad faith, without 

prejudicing the rights of those third parties who are in good faith285.  

If the BTC cannot be retrieved or the whole amount owned is not disclosed by the convicted 

person, then a very important provision of the PMLA286 comes into play. The mentioned 

provision stipulates that should the proceeds of the offence prove to have been dissipated or 

otherwise impossible to recover, as would be the case in an untraceable wallet.dat file or 

unknown password, then the Court may impose the payment of a fine (multa) on the 

convicted person, which fine would be equal to the amount of the proceeds of the offence, 

and such fine would be recoverable as a civil debt constituting an executive title ipso jure287.  

Such fine should be payable in either BTC or FC.  

Finally, in order for the Court Registrar to trace and ascertain the whereabouts of any stored 

BTC which are the proceeds of an offence, the same Registrar has to be versed in IT and may 

require ulterior training in order to deal with such a novel facet to the aspect of asset 

forfeiture. 

Presumptions of bad faith/illicit intent 

Ih il^_l ni `[]cfcn[n_ nb_ jlim_]oncih’m n[me ch jlipcha mo]b [ ]igjf_r i``_h]_ [m gih_s 

laundering, especially with the advent of BTC, two further presumptions may be introduced. 

The first one is linked to what has been aforementioned regarding the forfeiture of assets, 

specifically the mentioned situation where the attached wallet.dat file is transferred to third 

parties. A juris tantum presumption of bad faith may be assumed if, rather than receiving the 

BTCs themselves, the third party receives the wallet.dat file from the accused person, 

especially if that is the sole copy of such a file. While a third party who receives BTC may or 

may not be in good faith, such issue becomes unequivocal were the third party to receive the 

wallet.dat file itself; a transfer of the file itself is never required when transferring BTC, so 

sending the file which contains the private key of the wallet may be assumed to amount to 

an attempt to conceal the file itself away from the eyes of the confiscating authorities.   
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A similar presumption may be invoked vis-à-vis the accused person in the case where there is 

the proven utilisation of a tumbler. As shall be explained shortly, the use of BTC tumblers 

^_hin_m nb_ chn_hn ni ‘[hihsgcm_’ nb_ nl[hm[]ncih, qbc]b ch nolh g[e_m cn _rnl_g_fs ^c``c]ofn 

to trace even with the use of the public ledger. Such a presumption would be linear to the 

line of thought present in the EU Directive concerning the retrieval of the proceeds of crime, 

qb_l_ch cn cm mn[n_^ nb[n  ‚qb_h ^_n_lgchcha qb_nb_l [ ]lcgch[f i``_h]_ cm fc[\f_ ni acp_ lcm_ 

ni _]ihigc] \_h_`cn, M_g\_l Sn[n_m g[s n[e_ chni []]iohn nb_ gi^om ij_l[h^c‛288 of the 

person concerned in the proceedings. Therefore, this presumption should be introduced in 

the PMLA as well. 

Naturally, both such presumptions can be rebutted by the third party/accused respectively, 

[m ‚nb_ [``_]n_^ j_lmih mb[ff b[p_ [h _``_]ncp_ jimmc\cfcns ni ]b[ff_ha_ nb_ ]cl]ogmn[h]_m of 

the case, including specific facts and available evidence on the basis of which the property 

]ih]_lh_^ cm ]ihmc^_l_^ ni \_ jlij_lns nb[n cm ^_lcp_^ `lig ]lcgch[f ]ih^o]n‛289. 

Ban the use of tumblers 

BTC Tumblers, as explained previously, are programs or m_lpc]_ jlipc^_lm qbc]b ‚l[h^igfs 

]lcmm]limm siol BTC qcnb inb_l om_lm’ BTC mi nb[n sio a_n [ ]f_[h [^^l_mm nb[n nb_ \fi]e]b[ch 

][hhin ]ihh_]n qcnb [hs i` nb_ [^^l_mm_m `lig qbc]b nb_ ]ichm q_l_ mnif_h‛290. It is a tool 

specifically purposed to make BTC transactions anonymous, or at the very least, very difficult 

to trace back to the original transacting persons. Therefore, it is clear that the use of such 

Tumblers should be included in the PMLA as an illegal practice, in order to ensure that the 

public ledger shows as much as possible licit transactions and the proper addresses used for 

such listed transactions.  

Freezing orders 

Article 5 of the PMLA stipulates that the prosecution can request the Court to order that the 

jlij_lns i` nb_ []]om_^ cm ‘`lit_h’, qb_l_\s nb_ []]om_^, il nbcl^ j[lnc_m [m nb_ ][m_ g[s \_, 

[l_ jlibc\cn_^ `lig ‚nl[hm`_llcha, jf_^acha, bsjinb_][ncha il inb_lwise disposing of any 
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gip[\f_ il cggip[\f_ jlij_lns‛291. Such a procedure is generally termed, and the property 

involved includes both immovable and movable property such as BTC. While it would be 

relatively easy for BTC service providers such as exchanges to freeze the requested amount 

in BTC, the situation may be a bit more complex for private wallets. It is therefore advisable 

nb[n nb_ moaa_mncih i` ‘]ifiol-]i^cha [^^l_mm_m’ l_`_ll_^ ni jl_pciomfs cm ]iojf_^ qcnb nb_ 

notion of freezing orders, whereby BTC [^^l_mm_m [``_]n_^ \s mo]b il^_l [l_ ‘]ifiol-]i^_^’ 

in order to differentiate them from other assets which may be free of such freezing orders. 

Hence, an amendment under Article 5 of the PMLA may be introduced whereby any persons 

who receive BTCs suppressed by a freezing order would immediately be alerted and, apart 

from safeguarding their rights, inform the relevant authorities about the matter. Failure to 

do so should bear adverse consequences.  

Investigation order – the addition of a cloud-based warrant 

Article 4 of the PMLA gives the AG the power to request the Criminal Court to issue an 

investigation order, which order grants the AG and/or other persons indicated in the order 

access to material or to persons indicated in the said order, in connection with an ongoing 

investigation on a person suspected to have committed an offence. The person/s indicated 

in the order also have the power to enter any building, house or other enclosure for the 

purpose of searching for the indicated material292. Sub-article 4 of the same Article then 

mj_[em [\ion ch`ilg[ncih ]ihn[ch_^ ih [ ]igjon_l, qb_l_ mo]b [h chp_mnca[ncih il^_l ‚mb[ff 

have effect as an order to produce the material or give access to such material in a form in 

which it can be taken away and in which it is vcmc\f_ [h^ f_ac\f_‛293.  

Ih [h _l[ qb_l_ ^[n[ [h^ ch`ilg[ncih cm ch]l_[mchafs \_cha mnil_^ ihfch_ l[nb_l nb[h ih ih_’m 

own PC or other device, the latter provision of the law may be said to be rather outdated. It 

would be too cumbersome for the investigating authorities to physically locate the computer 

or server hardware294 on which such information is stored, and then ask the person with 

access to such computer or server to produce the material in a physical form, in a world 

where digital prevails over analogue. Indeed, a lot of data nowadays is stored on the so-

][ff_^ pclno[f ‚]fio^‛, qbc]b cm g[^_ oj i` [ ‚mb[l_^ jiif i` ]ih`caol[\f_ ]igjoncha 
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l_miol]_m‛295, qcnb nb_ n_lg ‚]fio^‛ gimnfs \_cha om_^ [m [ ‚[ a_h_lc] n_lg nb[n l_`_lm ni [ 

network where the physical location and inner workings are abstracted away and 

ohcgjiln[hn ni nb_ om[a_‛296. 

Instead of physically accessing the location in which the required data for the investigation 

order is stored, the investigative authorities would be better off issuing a cloud-based 

warrant. Such warrant has already been mentioned in Chapter 3.5.2, while discussing the 

Liberty Reserve case, where the investigative authorities in that case executed one of the 

first ever cloud-based warrants. Such a cloud-based warrant would entail requesting the 

administrators of the web server on which the required data is stored to produce and 

forward the said requested data to the investigative authorities, without the necessity to 

pinpoint the location of the physical machines on which the data is stored, as the term 

‘]fio^’ would refer to the virtual storage of the data, not the physical storage of such data. 

Therefore, if one were to ask for data stored on a fictitious webpage called 

www.thesistestwebpage.com using a cloud-based warrant, the warrant need not include the 

physical location of the hardware on which such data is stored, but it would be up to the 

person named in the investigation order, such as the server administrator or trained 

investigation officer, to retrieve such data irrelevantly of its true physical location. 

R_a[l^f_mm i` qb_nb_l nb_ ^[n[’m nlo_ jbsmc][f fi][ncih cm M[fn[, Fl[h]_, Rommc[, Aomnl[fc[ il 

anywhere else, the warrant would be concerned with the web domain itself, the virtual world 

rather than the real world.  

Such a suggestion presents a myriad of obstacles, one of them being the shift from a physical 

legal jurisdiction to a virtual one. Whereas traditionally the collection of electronic evidence 

l_fc_^ ih nb_ dolcm^c]ncih ch qbc]b cn q[m mcno[n_^, ‚nb_ ]fio^ iffers location independence so 

nb[n ^[n[ [l_ [p[cf[\f_ `lig [hsqb_l_, _p_h nbioab fi][ncih g[s ^_n_lgch_ dolcm^c]ncih‛297, 

and such a shift would require an international forum, perhaps even a treaty, in order to have 

it crystallised and homogenised globally to allow an authoritative person to sift through the 
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data of a website. Secondly, it would also require highly trained experts to locate and 

individualise the required data for the investigation from the vast amount of data which is at 

hand, particularly when investigating data-heavy websites such as PayPal, especially as there 

exist several nsj_m i` jlial[gm [h^ mi`nq[l_ ‘f[hao[a_m’ in which websites are coded, with 

each of them requiring a separate specialist. Other issues such as the ownership of the data 

`ioh^ ch nb_ ‘]fio^’ arise as well – such intricacies however do not form part of the subject of 

the thesis. 

Apart from this, it is also advisable that the powers of the police are increased vis-à-vis the 

cyber sphere in order to enable them to identify and track criminals who use VCs in a covert 

manner, most likely with the aid of tumblers and other anonymity tools. Europol highlighted 

nbcm cmmo_ [h^ _rjl_mmfs mn[n_^ nb[n ‚jifc]_ `il]_m ^i hin b[p_ mo``c]c_hn jiq_lm ni ij_l[n_ 

online and identify groups using the so-called dark net to carry out illicit transactions using 

^cacn[f ]oll_h]c_m‛298. 

Although this suggestion may be more of a ‘moc a_h_lcm’ one rather than specific to the PMLA, 

it would be an added asset for those combating money laundering.  

Increase the powers of the FIAU 

The FIAU can be described as the overseer in AML regulation compliance, and hence it 

requires the proper tools in order to combat money laundering. The FIAU has already had its 

powers widened by Act III of 2015 and L.N. 464 of 2014, with added functions such as the 

ability to terminate a business relationship which has a risk of money laundering299, 

requesting information about transactions from a non-reputable jurisdiction300, and other 

added powers.  However, with the advent of VCs, the FIAU may need additional powers and 

resources. 
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One such paramount need is the introduction of a specialised IT department, separating it 

`lig nb_ ]oll_hn ‚A^gchcmnl[ncih [h^ IT m_]ncih‛301. Such a department should employ 

persons who are well-versed in VCs and have a high-level IT background. Their purpose 

would not specifically be to track down and investigate cyber money launderers per se, as 

that would be a task mostly pertinent to the Cyber Crime Unit of the Malta Police Force, but 

it would be worth having in-house expertise both so as to increase the efficiency in the 

liaising with the Police as well as to be in a position to monitor and track suspicious VC 

transactions if need be. At a time where online transactions are gaining more and more 

importance, the IT aspect should definitely not be neglected. 

The FIAU should also have direct access to the log of IP addresses of large volume 

transactions, which log has been suggested in Chapter 4.2. Along with such access, the FIAU 

should also have direct access to databases held by subject persons, with such access being 

strictly limited to what is necessary for the FIAU to carry out its functions, and with the data 

accessed being protected in accordance with data protection regulations. Potentially, such 

access could be limited to special circumstances which would require the FIAU to override 

access to the relevant database in order to identify a high-risk money laundering threat.  

Delayed execution of suspicious transaction 

Article 28 of the PMLA stipulates the imposition of an obligation on the subject person to 

delay a transaction which is known or suspected to be linked to money laundering or funding 

of terrorism, or constitutes the proceeds of a crime. Before executing the transaction, the 

subject person has to forward all information concerning the transaction to the FIAU, and if 

the FIAU is of the opinion that the transaction is indeed linked to money laundering or 

funding of terrorism or constitutes the proceeds of a crime, it may oppose the execution 

thereof.  

If the subject person acts as a receiver for a transaction request and has to process the 

transaction itself, then such a provision would work. However, if the subject person allows a 

direct transaction to the BTC network from its users, then the situation changes and Article 

28 cannot be used, as BTC transactions cannot be delayed and are executed immediately, 
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\_]igcha ‘mn[gj_^’ with the next mined block as explained previously. Ideally there should 

be a provision entailing the prohibition of subject persons from allowing direct transactions 

to the BTC network, meaning that transactions would be screened and blocked, if need be, 

by the subject person. Therefore, if a customer or account holder of the subject person 

wishes to initiate a transaction, such transaction would not take place the moment the 

customer/account holder makes the transaction, but it would have to be processed by the 

subject person, hence slightly adding to the total transaction time.  

Another suggestion, which may be seen as draconian, would be to automatically reject any 

transactions originating `lig [^^l_mm_m qbc]b b[p_ \__h ‘]ifiol-]i^_^’ or tagged as linked 

to money laundering/funding of terrorism, or are suspected to be so. However, this may act 

as a double-edged sword, as such automatic blocking may interfere with an ongoing 

investigation by the enforcing authorities, or, in cases where the transacting persons are 

later proven not to be linked to money laundering, cause unnecessary vexation and 

interference with nb_ m[c^ j_lmihm’ []ncpcnc_m.  

Prohibit the tenure of unauthorised BTC addresses by subject persons 

In order to adequately supervise subject persons and the transactions received and carried 

out in their capacity as subject persons (that is, not in their private capacity), such subject 

persons should be required to register the BTC addresses used with the FIAU, hence greatly 

simplifying the oversight process and ensuring that each and every transaction is monitored, 

enabling the FIAU to act immediately on suspicious transactions. Moreover, subject persons 

should not be allowed to retain BTC addresses which are undeclared to the FIAU. Naturally, 

the same cannot apply to private persons, both for privacy reasons as well as the near-

impossibility of ensuring that each and every person registers his or her BTC addresses with 

the authorities. 
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4.3.3 – Possible Amendments to the Prevention of Money 

Laundering and Funding of  Terrorism Regulations 

 

As with the PMLA, certain changes would be required in the FTR in the eventuality that BTC, 

or other VCs, become mainstream and therefore would need to be integrated in the AML 

framework, especially since without proper regulation, the pseudonymity offered by BTC can 

pose a serious threat for law enforcers and an opportunity for criminals.  

Include VC-fiat exchanging and other financial activities in the First Schedule of the Financial 

Institutions Act 

 Out of the several service providers which operate in BTC, VC exchanges are perhaps the 

highest risk-rated ones targetable by money launderers, and therefore require the most 

stringent regulations in place. The FTR does not, as yet, cater for VC exchanges; however, 

ideally it should not be the FTR which caters directly for such entities, but such activity 

should be included in the list of activities of financial institutions present in the Financial 

Institutions Act302. A plausible example of how to list VC exchanges in the mentioned list of 

activities would be the following: 

Trading or exchanging fiat currencies to Bitcoin or other virtual currencies, or vice-

versa.  

Such a definition would cover persons which offer services exchanging FCs to BTC/VCs and 

vice-versa, or buy/sell BTC or other VCs for FCs; however, it would not apply to those 

exchanges which solely operate in VCs and offer exchange services from one VC to another. 

It is highly unlikely that any other VC will gain as much prominence as BTC in the near future, 

and even if it were so, in the near future the bridge between VCs and FCs will still remain of 

much greater importance in the AML framework due to the small amount of usage of BTC 

and other VCs when compared to that of FCs. Moreover, over-regulation would risk stifling 

the development of VCs, some of which may prove to be better suited to real-world use than 

BTC, among other potential benefits. 
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VC exchanges would have to be licensed in terms of the Financial Institutions Act, and it 

would need to have as its main business activity the exchange, to-and-fro, of FCs and 

BTC/VCs, or the trading thereof as previously described, and therefore the FTR would not 

apply to those persons who occasionally offer such a service, or whose primary business is 

not the exchange of such currencies, therefore being ancillary to their primary business. 

Such an inclusion in the First Schedule would thus automatically make VC exchanges within 

the scope of the FTR, h[g_fs ch]fomcih ch nb_ fcmn i` ‚l_f_p[hn `ch[h]c[f \omch_mm‛, [m q_ff [m 

subject to scrutiny by the MFSA due to the licensing requirements. 

Assess the possibility of including other BTC/VC service providers and other entities in the list 

of relevant financial business  

Apart from VC exchanges, other entities such as wallet service providers and payment 

processors should also be considered for inclusion in the list of relevant financial business at 

a future stage where BTC and other VCs may have grown and stabilised themselves. Payment 

processors such as Coin.co303 can become potential targets for money laundering especially 

if the volume of transactions increases in the next few years, and the same goes for wallet 

service providers, especially those which provide hosted online wallets which can be 

accessed by any device connected to the Internet. Roping in such businesses into the AML 

regime would be beneficial; however, the author is strictly of the opinion that such a 

measure should first solely be adopted vis-à-vis VC exchanges, both in order to analyse the 

effect of such a measure and also because it would not be advisable to legislate upon each 

and every business tied with BTC/VCs, due to the fact that they are still at a very early stage.  

CDD and KYC procedures made applicable to BTC service providers 

If VC exchanges and other BTC service providers are brought within the ambit of the FTR, 

they would be obliged to execute KYC and CDD procedures. If the persons transacting are 

known to the supervising authorities, this greatly reduces the problem of pseudonymity 

which is associated with BTC. Moreover, the identities of the users would only be known to 

the exchange on which they are registered, protected by Data Protection legislation with 

the exchanges only being bound to disclose information about its users to the supervisory 
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authorities and, exceptionally, to the State investigative authorities in case of any criminal 

investigation tied to one or more of its users. 

Expressly list other entities as subject persons 

Currently, the only entities obliged to report suspicious transactions are the persons subject 

ni nb_ FTR, _lai ‚[hs f_a[f il h[nol[f j_lmih ][llscha ion _cnb_l l_f_p[hn `ch[h]c[f \omch_mm il 

l_f_p[hn []ncpcns‛304, with both the lists of relevant activities and relevant financial business 

being exhaustive and not inclusive lists. Out of all the businesses mentioned in the surveys 

conducted, car dealing is the most worrisome category of business ch nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih, 

which business should be expressly included as a subject person in the FTR. While 

nb_il_nc][ffs ]ip_l_^ \s nb_ a_h_lc] nbl_mbif^ i` [ ‚mchaf_ f[la_ nl[hm[]ncih‛, ch jl[]nc]_ car 

dealers are not adequately covered by the FTR and can be potential targets for money 

launderers, especially if cash is used as a means of payment. The same will hold if the 

payment method used is BTC via private wallets. This is due to the fact that normally cars are 

sold for an appreciable amount of money, and verifying the identity of the customer is only a 

small added hurdle to the paperwork which has to be conducted when transferring 

ownership of cars. 

Decentralising reporting 

With reference to the decentralised flagging system suggestion in Chapter 4.2, any 

interested person should ideally be able to report a suspicious transaction. This would be 

possible thanks to the public ledger which lists all the BTC transactions. It is important to 

note that persons without access to the data concerning the identities of the persons 

transacting would only be able to report the transaction ID itself, and then it would be up to 

the FIAU/supervisory authorities to track down the identities of the transacting persons. 

Colour-coding the transactions on the public ledger would also further help identifying 

suspicious transactions. Ideally, this should work along an automated system which 

automatically submits suspicious transactions, acting as double oversight. 
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PEPs have supervised and transparent wallets 

Pifcnc][ffs Erjim_^ P_lmihm (PEPm) [l_ ‚h[nol[f j_lmihm qbi [l_ il b[p_ \__h _hnlomn_^ qcnb 

prominent public functions and shall include their immediate family members or persons 

ehiqh ni \_ ]fim_ [mmi]c[n_m i` mo]b j_lmihm‛305 and therefore may also have access to or be 

in control of public funds. PEPs should therefore be scrutinised and supervised closely; 

indeed, the FTR obliges subject persons to apply enhanced CDD to PEPs, and also require an 

ongoing enhanced monitoring of such business relationships with PEPs306. 

In addition to having supervised BTC wallets along with a specially assigned colour code to 

nb_cl BTC [^^l_mm_m, cn cm [fmi qilnb ]ihmc^_lcha fcmncha PEPm’ nl[hm[]ncihm ih [ m_j[l[n_ 

public ledger so as to be completely transparent to the public, as well as making the funds in 

such wallets available for public viewing. Such a measure should best be applied solely to the 

‚h[nol[f j_lmihm qbi [l_ il b[p_ \__h _hnlomn_^ qcnb jligch_hn jo\fc] `oh]ncihm‛307 and 

not to their close family members/associates as well, for the sake of limiting the intrusion 

into their private family lives. Although it can be described as a somewhat controversial 

measure, it would greatly increase the transparency of public spending and ensure that 

every person with access to the Internet can verify how the public money is being spent. 

Lastly, the IP addresses and/or identity of both the sender and recipient addresses when 

BTCs are sent by PEPs should be immediately tagged and made available to the supervisory 

authorities, so as to truly ensure an effective supervision of PEPs. 

Lower the threshold of the single large transaction 

Coll_hnfs, [ nl[hm[]ncih cm ]ihmc^_l_^ ni \_ [ ‚mchaf_ f[la_ nl[hm[]ncih‛ (SLT), [m ^_`ch_^ ch 

the FTR308, qb_h nb_ [giohn cm nb[n i` €15,000 il gil_, il qb_l_ m_p_lal transactions which 

[l_ fche_^ ni _[]b inb_l [giohn ni €15,000 il gil_. Ih nb_ P4MLD309, such a threshold has 

\__h fiq_l_^ ni €7,500, [m nb_ jl_pciom fcgcn q[m ^__g_^ ni \_ nii bcab; nbcm ]b[ha_ b[m 

not yet been implemented in the FTR.  
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Sch]_ ih_ i` BTC’m advantages is its use in microtransactions due to the negligible 

nl[hm[]ncihm `__m, nb_ [onbil ijch_m nb[n _p_h nb_ €7,500 fcgcn ni \_ chnli^o]_^ qiof^ mncff 

be too high and would present a risk whereby potentially some transactions linked to money 

laundercha/`oh^cha i` n_llilcmg qiof^ j[mm oh^_l nb_ l[^[l. Tb_l_`il_, ch nb_ [onbil’m 

opinion, the limit should be lowered further ni €5,000, qbc]b, [`n_l [ff, mncff l_jl_m_hnm [ 

mct_[\f_ ]bohe i` [ j_lmih’m [hho[f m[f[ls c` mo]b j_lmih cm ih nb_ gchcgog q[a_310 and 

hence such transactions also merit a detailed check.  

Apply Enhanced CDD for private wallets 

Regulation 11 of the FTR stipulates the instances in which Enhanced CDD (ECDD) is to be 

applied, which is a more stringent form of CDD than Simplified CDD (SCDD). With regards 

to BTC, it is important to once again draw a distinction between BTC accounts held by a 

company online which already has to apply rigorous ECDD when first creating the said 

account, and BTC stored in a privately owned wallet. With regard to the former, it is enough 

if SCDD is regularly conducted, with ECDD only being used in cases where a transaction is 

either over the stipulated limit for an SLT, or when there is a risk that the transaction may be 

linked to money laundering/funding of terrorism.  

However, if a transaction is being processed via a privately owned BTC wallet, then no prior 

ECDD would have been conducted on the owner of the wallet and therefore there would be 

a high risk for money laundering. Two possible suggestions are hereby being proposed: 

either apply ECDD if the transaction surpasses a certain amount, or outright prohibit BTC/VC 

transactions exceeding an established amount when payment is made from a private wallet. 

In the former suggestion, the transaction threshold mbiof^ \_ [ fiq ih_, qcnb [ €1,000 fcgcn 

being deemed a good balance between day-to-day usability and adequate protection 

against any possible abuse311. Such ECDD should be rigorously applied in online 

transactions, where the customer is not physically present; in face-to-face transactions, 

certain exceptions may be allowed using the risk-sensitive approach, although the normal 

SLT limit would still be applicable in such instances.  
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Tb_ m[g_ €1,000 nbl_mbif^ g[s [fmi \_ [jjfc_^ ch nb_ f[nn_l moaa_mncih. Afnbough this 

approach is safer and presents a lower risk of possible abuse, it may potentially hamper BTC 

trade, and should ideally be considered at a later stage once the BTC network has 

strengthened so as to allow a freer initial development.  

Limit the amount of BTC/VCs which can be held in a single account 

Another alternative approach to what has been suggested, which also merits consideration, 

would be to limit the amount of BTC which can be held by a single account if such account is 

opened with a bank, exchange, wallet service provider or other similar business. This would 

operate much like the limit imposed on a VISA card by a bank. The limit imposed should not 

be as low as to discourage customers or account holders from utilising BTC or other VCs, and 

such limit can be changed according to established checks on the clients pertinent to their 

professions and lifestyle.   

Recordkeeping requirements 

Apart from the mandatory information about clients/customers required to be kept by 

subject persons, such as the name, surname, physical address, identity card number, and so 

on, subject persons should moreover record other information when dealing in BTC/VCs. 

Such information should include the public addresses of the wallets used, the corresponding 

public keys of the wallets, a complete log of the transactions carried out, including the 

amount transferred and the wallet address of the other party/parties to the transaction, with 

other relevant information such as a log of the IP addresses if need be. The records should be 

kept for an adequate period of time, with five years being a reasonable period in the 

[onbil’m ijchcih. Mil_ip_l, nb_ l_]il^m mbiof^ \_ g[^_ [p[cf[\f_ `il ^cl_]n []]_mm ni nb_ 

FIAU.  

Requirements for the MLRO 

A subject person is duty-bound to appoint a Money Laundering Reporting Officer (MLRO), 

whose function is to receive reports or information on any transaction which has or may be 

linked to money laundering or funding of terrorism, or any person so linked312, and if need 

be, forward such report or information to the FIAU for further investigation. The MLRO 
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needs to be well-versed in the AML legislation, but with the advent of BTC, the MLRO should 

also be trained in IT, especially in the way in which BTC transactions work and should have an 

overall understanding of the BTC network313.   

The subject person, normally through the MLRO, is obliged to report suspicious transactions 

il j_lmihm ni nb_ FIAU ‚[m miih [m cm l_[mih[\fs jl[]nc][\f_, \on hin f[n_l nb[h `cp_ qorking 

^[sm‛314. Ih nb_ [onbil’m ijchcih, nb_ `cp_-day limit is too long a period especially if one 

considers the near-instantaneous transaction speeds of BTC. The limit should be brought 

down to two working days, and reports of suspicious BTC transactions should have 

precedence over other transactions made via other traditional banking systems due to the 

transaction speed.  

 

Bottom line 

One needs to be very careful when treading the fine line between lack of regulation and 

overregulation, especially with such a novel product as BTC which is still in its infancy. The 

abovementioned changes would tighten the fence around BTC so as to ensure, as much as 

possible, that incidents such as Silk Road would be avoided in the future, but it would still 

allow room for BTC to develop freely. Moreover, the abovementioned changes need not be 

introduced all at once, or even adopted wholly; they are simply a set of suggestions which 

may act as guidelines as to what is needed to set the ball rolling on legislation vis-à-vis 

BTC/VCs in the AML sphere. As stipulated in the FTR, AML measures should not be restrictive 

‚ch [ffiqcha nb_ jlipcmcih i` `ch[h]c[f [h^ inb_l m_lpc]_m ni nb_ jo\fc] ch a_h_l[f‛315. BTC 

users would also be free to an extent to choose whether to keep in line with AML 

requirements and register an account with an AML-compliant company, forsaking anonymity 

but still retaining most of the benefits pertaining to BTC. Otherwise, they can choose to 

continue utilising personal BTC wallets, and even use Tumblers, at the risk of either breaking 

the law or face greater scrutiny by payment receivers, even perhaps having his/her 

transactions rejected if they cannot be sufficiently verified.  
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What is also important is that, as already discussed, BTC is not anonymous and with the 

mentioned measures, neither would it be classified as pseudonymous, and would therefore 

satisfy the requirements of S.L. 373.01316. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The thesis sought to answer the hypothesis laid out in the title itself, but it is important to 

bear in mind that it is still too early to ascertain the tangible effects of BTC on the economy, 

and that what has been discussed throughout the thesis is based solely on the information 

available until the cut-off date stipulated in the introduction317. It is entirely possible that 

BTC and other VCs may die out as some other trends have, rendering the thesis obsolete. 

However, the author firmly believes that the technology underlying BTC will survive and 

develop, and that it may also be used as a currency; as stated at the outset, what is 

applicable to BTC is by and large applicable to other VCs as well, and therefore the thesis 

would still remain relevant were another VC to supersede BTC. Further research on other 

themes apart from money laundering, such as whether BTC truly classifies as a currency per 

se, whether BTC theft classifies as normal theft, the tax implications of BTC, the principle of 

ownership vis-à-vis BTC and a myriad of other topics can all form the subjects of future 

theses. 

Bitcoin, quo vadis? 

Focusing once again solely on BTC, it must be noted that to date, few countries have banned 

BTC on the premise that it can be used for AML purposes; the idea was simply bandied 

around at the initial stages of worldwide discussions, but it was duly recognised as an 

important technological development, and that outright prohibition would drive it 

oh^_lalioh^, ion i` nb_ l_aof[nilm’ oversight, to be used primarily for illicit intents. It is also 

worth noting that it is practically impossible to close down BTC; even if one were to 

somehow ensure that no more miners exist and that no one has access to any of the BTC in 

existence, it would only stave off the birth of another VC, as the technology underlying BTC 

cannot be destroyed. Therefore, the only prudent approach is to monitor any developments 

and legislate cautiously upon it.  

For BTC to integrate fully within the existing AML framework, it must forsake some of its 

features, such as pseudonymity which borders onto anonymity when other tools are utilised. 

Some of the suggestions in Chapter 4.2 might not be welcome to BTC enthusiasts as they 
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qbiffs \_fc_p_ ch nb_ ‚fc\_lns‛ qbc]b BTC nl[hm[]ncihm jlipc^_, \on c` BTC cm ni molpcp_, nb_h cn 

must gain traction in mainstream use, lest it become a momentary trend and nothing more. 

Lack of knowledge regarding BTC is still rampant, and if BTC remains the same with no 

leeway towards integrating with other systems, then inevitably and understandably States 

shall legislate against it, and in turn the common man on the street will remain ignorant 

about it. It is also important to remember that with the suggested changes, most of the 

important features of BTC remain intact, and that pseudonymity from the public point of 

view is untouched; it is solely the service providers and the supervisory authorities which will 

be able to access the identities behind the persons transacting, so as to ensure that the law is 

observed and that no financing of crime or laundering of money is taking place. Those 

persons who transact legitimately and in good faith do not have reason to be irked with the 

decreased pseudonymity of BTC, as other features such as fast transactions and global reach 

far outweigh such an issue. Having said that, it is also important that data protection remains 

j[l[giohn, [h^ nb[n ch hi q[s mbiof^ nb_ j_ijf_’m jlcp[]s \_ \l_[]b_^ [h^ [\om_^.  

Moreover, there is no reason to negatively apprehend BTC, as the research conducted shows 

nb[n gimn i` BTC’m jcn`[ffm [l_ mbared with cash, with the latter being a much better-suited 

tool for money laundering due to a very elevated level of anonymity; if countries consider 

banning BTC, then they should also consider banning cash. Moreover, BTC are different than 

the Austrian sparbuchs, where the anonymous bank accounts were being utilised for the 

primary purpose to afford their users anonymity, and were also controlled by a central 

authority, namely the Austrian central bank, and therefore not subject to public scrutiny 

and/or control318; additionally, BTC certainly cannot be classified as anonymous and would 

hence not fall foul of Article 6 of the 3MLD319. The most prudent approach is to legislate so 

as to protect the gateways from FCs to VCs and vice-versa, with the most obvious gateway 

being VC exchanges, and ensure that KYC and CDD procedures are carried out by such 

exchanges and other prominent BTC/VC service providers.  
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Working hand-in-hand on a global scale 

Apart from prudent legislation by each individual State at this point in time, the author feels 

impelled to point out that global AML coordination needs to be stepped up tremendously. It 

is not acceptable to implement a homogenous AML framework in each and every country, as 

countries have different economies and different needs. It has been noted in Chapter 2.1 

that several countries do not have a developed economy, let alone a comprehensive 

framework with which to combat money laundering. The advent of BTC should, if anything, 

serve as a wake-up call for legislators to revamp the current framework and cater for each 

[h^ _p_ls ]iohnls’m h__^m mi [m ni _hmol_ jlij_l ]iil^ch[ncih ih [h chn_lh[ncih[f m][f_. The 

EU already provides for a regional mutual recognition of judgements and judicial 

]iij_l[ncih ch`l[mnlo]nol_, mncjof[ncha nb[n nb_ _h[]ng_hn i` mo]b lof_m ‚mb[ff n[e_ chni 

[]]iohn nb_ ^c``_l_h]_m \_nq__h nb_ f_a[f nl[^cncihm [h^ msmn_gm i` nb_ M_g\_l Sn[n_m‛320. 

Moreover, the EU also stresses the importance of international cooperation in areas such as 

asset recovery and mutual legal assistance, especially in view of the fact that organised 

criminal groups operate without borders and acquire assets in States other than those in 

which they are based321. These are precisely the kind of approaches which need to be 

adopted on an international scale.  

Apart from the judicial sphere, cooperation has to extend to legislators as well as consulting 

with BTC/VC businesses in the private sector so that the regulatory bodies gain a better and 

deeper understanding of the way in which such technologies work, without expending their 

own resources in order to gain such information and moreover collecting such information 

over a shorter period of time. Such cooperation in the law-making sphere should ideally 

concern, inter alia, a uniform definition of predicate offences, more efficient extradition 

procedures, and extended investigative powers of the police when cross-border crimes are 

involved. Transactions in BTC or other VCs often touch upon infrastructures and entities 

located in different countries across the world, ergo different jurisdictions with different 

legal parameters. International cooperation becomes even more important when 

                                                           
320

 Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union [2007]  OJ C326/47, Article 
82(2) 
321

 European Parliament and Council Directive 2014/42/EU, Preamble 2 
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considering other upcoming novelties such as cloud-based warrants as discussed in Chapter 

4.3.2. 

 

The last word 

Therefore, in conclusion, it is safe to state that BTC presents no higher risk of money 

laundering abuse when compared to cash, with proper legislation and technical changes 

potentially leading to a system which is even more robust at combating money laundering 

than the current systems based on FCs. It is prudent to let BTC distribution and increased 

awareness take their course, with appropriate and well-timed legislation serving so as to 

push BTC into the mainstream sphere. Broader distribution is extremely important, as one of 

the current problems which hamper efforts to bring BTC in line with AML Legislation is the 

existeh]_ i` [ mg[ff hog\_l i` f[la_ ‘\[abif^_lm’322 who could in effect autonomously 

operate as hotspots for money laundering without the need to use an exchange and hence 

bypass any imposed KYC and CDD safety checks. Such ‘bagholders’ would effectively be able 

to act as exchanges in their own right and sell their BTC in exchange for dirty money.  

Such a problem can be greatly minimised if, through an increased awareness on BTC and a 

higher rate of distribution as the technology enters the mainstream sphere, the current 

global amount of BTC is dissipated and spread across a larger amount of users, with the 

aforementioned bagholders becoming more incentivised to sell their BTC if their value 

increases and a wider range of products and services can be purchased with BTC. It will not 

eliminate the problem altogether, but such a problem is also present in fiat currencies323. 

Therefore, prudent and researched legislation would favour both AML efforts as well as BTC 

itself, ushering in a new era of payment mechanisms and other myriad uses of the technology 

underlying BTC; what is unknown should not be banished, but it must be embraced and 

understood, as its uses and benefits may sometimes far outweigh its drawbacks, as is firmly 

the case with BTC.  

                                                           
322

 A common term used in economics to signify persons or entities which possess a large quantity of the 
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323

 Larry Elliott & Ed Pilkington, ‘New Oxfam report says half of the global wealth held by the 1%’(The 
Guardian, 19 January 2015) <http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jan/19/global-wealth-oxfam-
inequality-davos-economic-summit-switzerland> accessed 10 April 2015 
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